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This thesis examines the critical factors leading to

the 1948 decision by the United States government to extend

recognition to the newly declared State of Israel. In the

first of five chapters the literature on the recognition of

Israel is discussed. Chapter II presents the theoretical

foundation of the thesis by tracing the development of

Charles Kegley's decision regime framework. Also discussed

is the applicability of bureaucratic structure theory and

K. J. Holsti's hierarchy of objectives. Chapters III and

IV present the empirical history of this case, each closing

with a chapter summary. The final chapter demonstrates the

relevance and validity of the theoretical framework to the

case and closes with a call for further research into the

processes of foreign policy decision-making.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

On the last day of the British Mandate, May 14, 1948,

in the auditorium of the Tel Aviv museum, members of the

Vaad Leumi, the National Council of Palestine Jews,

convened in the afternoon and declared the independence of

"the Jewish state in Palestine to be called Israel"

(Laqueur 1972, 586). The Act of Independence was to become

effective later that evening at 12:01 a.m., one minute

after the termination of the British Mandate. In

Washington, D.C. it would be 6:01 p.m., May 14th. At 6:11

p.m. in Washington, White House Press Secretary Charles

Ross issued the following "Statement By The President":

This government has been informed that a Jewish
state has been proclaimed in Palestine, and
recognition has been requested by the
provisional government thereof. The United
States recognizes the provisional government as
the de facto authority of the new State of
Israel" (Hulen 1948, 1).

The objective of this thesis is to examine the

critical factors leading to the decision to recognize the

new Jewish state. Additionally, this study focuses on who

made this decision and what forces were operational during

the decision-making process. Did the statement that "The

United States recognizes the provincial government as the

1
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de facto authority of the new state of Israel" reflect

policies that originated in the departments of State or

Defense or from President Truman and his group of advisors?

Too often the answers to questions concerning the

decision to extend recognition to the provisional

government of Israel in particular and the Truman

administration's Palestine policy in general, are furnished

in accounts by authors who may be broadly categorized as

participants, apologists, and critics. The inherent bias

in these accounts typically offers a subjective assessment

of selected events which mirror the personal agenda and

values of an author.

Values reflected in dichotomous statements of

good-bad, right-wrong, as well as "something which is

desired or thought desirable" (Isaak 1985, 198) represent

the limitations which this paper attempts to transcend

through the application of a more objective method of

analysis. The limitation of projecting personal values

onto the study of empirical inquiries has not gone

unnoticed. James N. Rosenau, for example, remarked that

"The more intensive are our values, the more we are tempted

to allow our empirical inquiries to be guided by our

beliefs rather than by our concern for observation"

(Rosenau 1987, 23).

One of the consequences of the interpolation of values
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upon empirical inquiry is reflected in the literature that

surrounds the decision to extend recognition to the

provisional government of the State of Israel. Accounts

written by authors who fall within the participant category

of the 1948 events often represent an elaborate, sometimes

self-aggrandizing narration that merely describes the

numerous intricacies and intrigues of the schemes in which

these key players were involved. Quite predictably these

narratives position the authors and their views in a

favorable and non-censorious perspective (Bloom 1948;

Garcia-Granados 1948; Weizmann 1949; Wise 1949; Truman

1955; Truman 1956; Acheson 1969; Goldmann 1969; Eban 1977;

Clifford 1978; Javits 1981).

The apologists, on the other hand, often speak of the

Truman administration's Palestine policies in terms of

moral or humanitarian justifications which call attention

to the president's empathy for the Jewish victims of Nazi

persecution. Typically, the inclination of this

perspective is simultaneously to overlook or ignore the

possibility that innocent non-Jewish Palestinians were the

unintended victims of Truman's putatively benevolent

motives. This group also includes those accounts that

viewed the president's pro-Zionist sentiments as an

appropriate and sufficient justification for his Palestine

policy (Clifford 1976; Sacher 1983).
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In the critics category, a variety of writers have

framed what they perceive to be the negative aspects of the

Truman administration's Palestine policies and its

subsequent consequences on premises that can be categorized

into three subgroups: (1) human and property rights

violations (Abu-Lughod 1971; Rodinson 1973; Feurlicht 1983;

Mallison and Mallison 1986; Hadawi 1988); (2) threats

against United States national interest (Millis 1951;

Kennan 1967; Eveland 1980; Lilienthal 1982); and (3)

personal motives rooted in political ambition and religious

zeal. Commentaries on human and property rights violations

are based on post hoc assessments and are not relevant to

this study. The issue of United States national interests,

however, is subsequently discussed in Chapter IV. Finally,

those pointing to motives of political expediency contend

that the president's decision to advocate the United

Nations partition of Palestine and subsequently extend

recognition to the provincial government of Israel, was

personally motivated in an effort to garner Jewish

political support in the 1948 presidential election

(Tugwell 1971; Berger 1977). This group also includes

those who base their arguments on the notion that the

president was morally moved to support the establishment of

the State of Israel and extend it recognition because his

Southern Baptist background was steeped in Protestant
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millenarianism. This orientation led him to be an adherent

of religious Zionism which called for the restoration of

the Jews to Palestine (Sharif 1983). Many explanations of

the president's actions present a combination of at least

two of these arguments which become even more compounded by

the fact that statements and written accounts by President

Truman himself give varying degrees of credibility to each

of these three different views (Truman 1955; Truman 1956;

Miller 1985).

The existing literature which describes the influences

leading to the president's decision to recognize the State

of Israel is so diversely colored with varying motives and

explanations that the convictions of almost any observer

can find reenforcement by merely selecting the appropriate

version of these 1948 events. President Truman may have in

fact been politically, idealistically, or religiously

motivated. This is explored further in Chapter IV. Most

of the accounts of the participants, however, and all of

those produced by apologists are, by and large, limited to

empirical information written in hindsight in a descriptive

and subjective manner. Due to this deficiency they tend to

distract and disguise the underlying dynamics which were

ever present throughout the duration of the decision-making

process. In the analysis of case studies, research has

found that a genuine problem with hindsight is that "people
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consistently overestimate the predictability of past events

once they know how they turned out" (Janis 1982, 194). For

these reasons, this study moves beyond the limits of those

accounts which describe and relate rather than analyze and

explain. This entails the utilization of a theoretical

framework that permits a more thorough examination of the

dynamics which led to the United States recognition of the

new State of Israel. Placing these historical events into

a theoretical perspective facilitates an understanding of

the processes and conditions which influenced the

decision-making environment of the Truman administration

and go beyond the limitations of personal justifications

and descriptions which are typically couched in values and

beliefs.

Included in this thesis is a description of the

factors operational in the political environment which

influenced the realist-planners of the Departments of State

and Defense in the selection of their decisions. In

addition, this study demonstrates how those factors may or

may not have influenced President Truman and the White

House advisers and also how those factors contributed to

the choice of the strategic decision to extend recognition

and the consequent implementation of that decision into an

official governmental policy statement. In this thesis,

the term realist-planners refers to the advisers, policy
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planners, and decision-makers employed by the Departments

of State and Defense including their respective secretaries

plus the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). Identifying the

realist- planners as a specific bureaucratic entity within

the executive branch of the federal government is

significant since it serves to highlight the competition

between itself and another bureaucratic entity with

sometimes diametrically opposed viewpoints. This

adversarial bureaucratic group has been termed the White

House advisers, also located within the executive branch.

This entity represented the bureaucracy that played an

active counter-role to the realist-planners in the events

portrayed in this study. The term White House advisers is

a general heading used to refer to those individuals who

were not associated with the institutions of the

realist-planners; instead, they functioned as political

appointees in an advisory capacity to the president. The

respective roles played by these two bureaucracies is the

subject of Chapter III.

In addressing these and other related questions, the

administrative decision to recognize the State of Israel

must be defined in order to accurately portray the

processes and conditions (structures) which were operative

in the decision-making environment. These processes and

conditions influence the manner in which a decision is
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reached. Administrative decisions may be classified as

general, composite, crisis, or strategic. General

decisions, also known as programmed decisions, are those

which depend on precedence for guidance and are oftentimes

made in a routine manner ( Simon 1976, 97-98). This would

include decisions that are the product of standard

operating procedures (SOPs). An example would be the

extension of emergency aid to nations in the wake of

natural catastrophes, such as United States aid to Soviet

Armenia following the 1989 earthquake.

Composite decisions evolve "through the interaction of

many decisions" involving numerous individuals, committees,

and boards (Simon 1976, 222). This type of decision is

best represented as bargaining which occurs in a

bureaucratic process. The Fourth Neutrality Act,

subsequently signed into law on November 4, 1939, marked a

new phase of American neutrality following weeks of bitter

debate among the members of Congress and the the president

(DeConde 1978, 150-151).

One of the definitions of crisis decision-making

portrayed by Dougherty and Pfaltzgraff represented "a

breakpoint along the peace-war continuum of a state's

relations with any other international actor(s),

characterized by" four elements which are:
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1. A change in its external or internal
environment, which generates

2. a threat to basic values, with a
simultaneous or subsequent

3. high probability of involvement in military
hostilities, and the awareness of

4. a finite time for their response to the
external value threat (Dougherty and
Pfaltzgraff 1981, 496).

One of the most frequently cited examples of a crisis

decision is the Cuban Missile Crisis (Allison 1971).

A strategic decision is one that involves issues which

do not arise very often and have "few if any direct

precedents." Strategic decisions, moreover, require a

commitment of substantial resources and set off "waves of

lesser decisions" (Hickson et al. 1986, 28). An example of

a strategic decision was the United States decision to

commit to the formation of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO) (Spanier 1983, 41).

Even though there are indeed long established SOPs in

the State Department for extending recognition to newly

declared states, the unique aspect of the recognition of

Israel was that it escaped direct precedent. This lack of

precedence was grounded in the Truman administration's need

to respond to a host of domestic factors and international

forces not wholly confined to the institutions of nation-

states.

An examination of the empirical evidence surrounding
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the recognition of the newly declared State of Israel

reveals that the selection of the option to extend

recognition could not have been the result of a general

decision since there was no applicable SOP; nor was it a

composite decision resulting from "the interaction of many

decisions." Clearly, the "four necessary and sufficient

conditions" of crisis decision-making delineated by

Dougherty and Pfaltzgraff and previously discussed were not

operative. The recognition action does, however, conform

to the definition of a strategic decision. Therefore, the

1948 decision by the United States to extend recognition to

the provincial government of the new State of Israel is

defined and treated as a strategic decision within the

context of this thesis.

After establishing the theoretical framework for

viewing the factors which prompted the strategic decision,

this thesis analyzes the dynamics which moved the

realist-planners in the Departments of State and Defense to

select and propose a choice contrary to the one put forth

by their counterparts in the White House.

It was in this setting that the realist-planners and

the White House advisers became increasingly aggressive in

their competition for President Truman's endorsement. As

May 14, 1948 approached, much of the effort of each group

was committed to promoting its respective view in an
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attempt to solidify its position--an integral and necessary

ingredient in the decision regime formation process.



CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Chapter I revealed that an overwhelming majority of

the accounts concerning the Truman administration's 1948

strategic decision on Palestine have, for the most part,

been limited to descriptive narratives. Due to the

inadequacy of these empirical narratives which have

generally failed to address the underlying political

dynamics, i.e., the determinant factors which influenced

American foreign policy, a theoretical framework is

employed in order to move beyond the inherent shortcomings

of those accounts.

The search for a relevant theoretical framework as an

explanatory tool to account for the 1948 strategic decision

on Palestine yielded a broad spectrum of choice. Decision-

making frameworks that have advanced our understanding of

foreign policy decision-making embrace several approaches

such as the personal characteristics of leaders (George

1969; Guterman 1970; Holsti 1962; Holsti 1967; Vacchiano et

al. 1968); the national attributes of a society (Knorr

1956; Morganthau 1967; Oranski and Oranski 1961);

properties of the international system (M. A. Kaplan 1957;

McGowan and Shapiro 1973; Modelski 1961); and bureaucratic

politics (Allison and Halperin 1972; Neustadt 1970; Rosati

1981). In an attempt to transcend these academically

12
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accepted yet pedestrian models, this thesis adapts the

decision regime theoretical framework proposed by Charles

Kegley in 1987.

The Concept of Decision Regime

Kegley developed the concept of decision regime from

the broader arena of international regime theory which had

made its theoretical debut during the 1970s. The notion of

international regimes grew out of the scholarly

"dissatisfaction with the dominant conceptions of

international order, authority, and organization" often

associated with the realist paradigm and its limited

ability to adequately account for the foreign policy

behavior of states. Realism's inability to provide a

comprehensive explanation for foreign policy behavior was

further hampered by the growth of transnationalism and

interdependence which created a wealth of exogenous issues

that states were now forced to address. The concept which

purported to account for these exogenous issues was

international regimes. This idea would soon prove to be a

"major focus of empirical research and theoretical debate"

within the field of international relations (Haggard and

Simmons 1987, 491).

The development of international regimes theory is

comparable in impact to the earlier responses of framework

inadequacies addressed by Snyder et al. in the 1950s and
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1960s and by Allison in the 1970s. A survey of the

literature concerning the application and use of

international regimes as a framework of analysis has

yielded a number of competing definitions and various

theoretical approaches. The four theoretical approaches

employed in the study of international regimes are

cognitive, functional, game-theoretic, and structural. The

cognitive approach is based on the assumption that

interstate cooperation cannot be adequately investigated

without addressing the influences of "ideology, the values

of the actors, the beliefs they hold about the

interdependence of issues, and the knowledge available to

them about how they can realize specific goals" (Haggard

and Simmons 1987, 510). Cognitive theorists such as Ernst

B. Haas argue that semantic and conceptual difficulties are

core problems which scholars must address in their study of

international regimes. He points out that some writers

have failed to view order, system, and regime as separate

theoretical entities which contribute to the growing

conceptual problems such as the selection of an appropriate

level of analysis (Haas 1982). Functional theorists like

Robert Keohane approach the study of international regimes

from a pragmatic perspective. According to Keohane,

because regimes tend to form in the wake of declining

hegemons, they should be viewed as the best choice for
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expressing interstate consensus and they should be utilized

in place of less structured ad hoc arrangements (Keohane

1982). Keohane also employed functional models such as the

economic process model, the overall structural model, the

issue structure model, and the organizational process model

as functionaries in an attempt to account for international

regime change (Keohane and Nye 1989). Game theorists

operationalize regimes in terms of heuristic models such as

prisoner's dilemma and chicken. Arthur A. Stein utilized

the basic tenets of game theory to demonstrate that

mutually desired outcomes among state actors encouraged and

promoted collective decision-making. This type of

decision-making was a response which grew out of the

universal sovereignty-anarchy problem whereby states either

cooperated in their pursuit of a common interest

(prisoner's dilemma) or coordinated their efforts to avert

a mutually undesirable outcome (chicken) (Stein 1982).

Stephen Krasner views international regimes from a

structural approach. According to Krasner, the

institutional-organizational structure of the international

system serves as the catalyst for Third World countries

attempting to restructure international regimes in order to

bring about economic equality. Furthermore, Krasner's

definition stresses the normative dimension of

international regimes with his emphasis on rules, norms,
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principles and decision-making procedures (Krasner 1984,

152-165).

There are three generally recognized definitions of

international regimes: pattern behavior, multilateral

agreements, and issue area convergence. Puchala and

Hopkins claimed that regimes exist in every substantive

issue-area of international relations characterized by

pattern behavior functioning under a prescribed set of

"principles, norms, or rules" (Haggard and Simmons 1987,

493). Oran Young's definition differed from the patterned

behavior view offered by Puchala and Hopkins in that an

international regime represented a "social institution

governing the actions of those interested in specifiable

activities" defined in terms of multilateral agreements

(Young 1980, 332). The last definition, proposed by

Stephen Krasner, was based on the notion that international

regimes consisted of "implicit or explicit principles,

norms, rules, and decision-making procedures around which

actor expectations converge in a given area of

international politics" (Krasner 1982, 186). Despite the

definitional diversity offered in these three

conceptualizations of international regimes, they

nevertheless run the risk of either being too narrow or too

encompassing. For example, a writer employing the

definition offered by Puchala and Hopkins might make the
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mistake of fusing "regularized patterns of behavior with

rules" as evidence of regime existence. This could lead

one to falsely assume that a regime exists every time

behavior is governed by such rules. Criticism of Young's

definition is diametrical to that of Puchala and Hopkins.

While the latter definition might prove to be too

encompassing, reliance on Young's approach would be too

restrictive since both cooperation and multilateral

agreements can and do occur in the "absence of established

regimes" (Haggard and Simmons 1987, 493).

Despite the conceptual differences of international

regimes, Krasner's definition remains the one which seems

to be the most credible with international regime scholars.

It is also the one around which most of them tend to

converge. It attempts to seek "a middle ground between

'order' and explicit commitments" and it "stresses the

normative dimension of international politics." The only

shortcoming which is noteworthy is the possibility that the

subjective concepts of norms and principles might become

hazy and indistinguishable from each other (Haggard and

Simmons 1987, 493).

The theoretical significance of the decision regime

framework that this thesis incorporates can be found in

what Charles Kegley called the "incarceration of theories

of foreign policy." According to Kegley, this
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incarceration has resulted in a "loss of momentum" in the

comparative study of foreign policy. It has exhibited

itself in the tenacious and repetitive use of independent

variables that focus exclusively on the inputs and outputs

of foreign policy decisions at the expense of their

processes. This lack of attention to the processes opera-

tional within the proverbial "blackbox" of decision-making

also has led us theoretically away from any focus on the

role of individuals and their impact in forging foreign

policy outcomes. Neglecting the role of the individual

merely serves to accentuate the state as a reified entity

when, in fact, it is the individual as "decision-maker

alone" who is the ultimate variable that accounts for

foreign policy outputs. To overcome this deficiency,

Kegley set out to determine what new directions could be

pursued that would provide "more valid generalizable

findings and more potent predictors" for the study of the

comparative foreign policy behavior of states. He pointed

out that this new direction should not only address the

scarcity of research in the study of foreign policy

decision-making but it must move beyond the limitations of

current approaches and existing explanations that rely on

exhausted variables (Kegley 1987, 247). The new direction

that Kegley deemed appropriate for fulfilling this void was

the concept of international regimes. He reasoned that if
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international regimes could successfully be utilized to

account for state behavior at the international level then

perhaps this concept could also be applied as an analytical

framework at the national level to expand our understanding

of foreign policy decision-making (Kegley 1987, 250).

As a result, Kegley proposed that the concept of

international regime be transferred from the "sectors of

contemporary transnational relations" to the "level of

foreign policy-making." In order to accomplish this task

he selected the definition of an international regime

employed by Krasner, reoriented it toward a new level of

analysis and renamed it a decision regime (Kegley 1987,

251).

Kegley delineated a decision regime's two component

parts: substantive regimes and procedural regimes.

Substantive regimes emerge "when there is leadership

consensus regarding the substance of policy" while

procedural regimes form "when there is leadership consensus

regarding the substance of process." Substantive decision

regimes represent a set of "consensually based rules for

action which limit a state's range of permissible options

in its conduct abroad," while the procedural regime serves

to implement the decision(s) of a substantive regime

(Kegley 1987, 254-255).

Kegley asserted that the application of decision
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regimes to those particular cases which have escaped

adequate explanations, allows researchers to "uncover the

sources of some aspects of a state's foreign policy

behavior." He proposed three types of uses for decision

regimes: as independent variables, dependent variables, or

to typify substantive and procedural regimes. This

versatility of decision regime application facilitates

analysis of the interrelationship and connection between

the two component parts of a decision regime found within

David Easton's "black box." This also permits an

examination of the linkages between "policy-making

procedures and policy outcomes" which, until now, have not

been possible within the existing repertoire of theoretical

frameworks (Kegley 1987, 263-264).

This study of the 1948 strategic decision on Palestine

explores the development and formation of two competing

substantive regimes and their drive to merge with the

necessary procedural regime element, President Truman. As

part of the effort to understand the processes which led to

the development and formation of these two regimes and the

eventual operationalizing of the consensus of one of them,

it is necessary to discuss two supporting theoretical

frameworks that coexist within the broader decision regime

structure. For the purpose of this thesis, these

supporting frameworks are defined as bureaucratic structure
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and the hierarchy of objectives.

Bureaucratic Structure

In addition to viewing the White House advisers and

the realist-planners of the Departments of State and

Defense as actors in a broad decision regime framework, it

also is necessary to theoretically conceptualize these two

groups as members of executive bureaucratic agencies. For

purposes of analysis, the executive bureaucratic agencies

are defined as the presidential bureaucracy and the federal

bureaucracy. The presidential bureaucracy, in the context

of this thesis, consists of the White House staff, its

consultants, "unofficial" advisers, and counselors. In

contrast to the presidential bureaucracy are the

governmental departments, also under the nominal control of

the president, which are viewed in this thesis as the

federal bureaucracy. Many policy decisions initiated by

the White House may be decided by resorting to the standard

operating procedures (SOPs) which have been developed by a

department within the federal bureaucracy. As suggested

earlier, this does not apply in the case of a strategic

decision. A strategic decision is one that involves issues

which do not arise very often and have "few if any direct

precedents" (Hickson et al. 1986, 28). When the White

House makes a strategic decision that is counter to the SOP

of a federal bureaucracy, conflicts are bound to occur.
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The level of intensity of almost any bureaucratic conflict

is determined by the degree of real or imagined infringe-

ment imposed upon the competing bureaucracy.

The president's role in any scenario related to

executive bureaucratic in-fighting is central. Clearly, it

is within the domain of the chief executive to appoint a

group of White House advisers to serve as special

consultants on a broad range of issues from domestic

concerns to foreign policy. These advisers, in turn, might

seek additional advice and information from outside

consultants, lobbyists, or petitioners. The bureaucratic

organizations which the president inherits, however, are

different. It is a fact that the executive branch includes

the bureaucratic organizations and, as such, the president

has nominal jurisdiction over them. Yet, the president

oftentimes views the executive apparatus which he inherits

from his predecessor with an attitude of "nervous

suspicion" (Rourke 1986, 71). Cronin points out that a

newly inaugurated president has a limited number of years

to establish his priorities and operationalize them. The

federal bureaucracy, by comparison, is in place with

established standard operating procedures and routines by

which on-going programs are managed. Relations between the

federal bureaucracy and .other central actors such as the

Congress and private sector groups are based on well-
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established convergences of interest and will outlive a new

president and "his particular directives" (Cronin 1982,

86). Strains in the relationship between the president and

the federal bureaucracy are further exacerbated by the fact

that the primary loyalties of career government employees

are not to the president and his lieutenants but, among

others, to the "professional norms and bureau activities to

which they owe their livelihood and to which they have

given years of service" (Cronin 1982, 86). The

relationships between the federal bureaucracy and Congress

resulting from well-established convergences of interest do

not exclude the reality of governmental rivalries. These

rivalries, which develop in the pursuit of preeminent

policy formation, are not limited to those occurring

between competing bureaucracies. For example, in addition

to the inter-bureaucratic competition between the realist-

planners and the White House advisers, the competition

between bureaucratic rivalries extended to the relationship

between the realist-planners and the Congress. Permeating

the empirical presentation of this thesis are subtle

undertones of friction between the State Department and

Congress in which both groups were attempting to assert

their own influence on foreign policy formation especially

in post-World War II Europe and the Middle East.

In their roles as substantive regimes both the
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realist-planners and the White House advisers approached

the decision to recognize the State of Israel from a

national-interest perspective. The underlying conflict

between these two regimes is based largely on their

competing definitions of the national interest which, in

turn, is linked to their respective sources of power. The

sources of bureaucratic power, which both regimes possess,

have both external and internal foundations. External

power sources include public opinion, clientele support,

and the sanction of other political elites. The internal

sources of bureaucratic power are specialized knowledge and

information, cohesion as a reflection of shared values, and

leadership. These sources have a critical effect on the

decision-making process. For example, the White House

advisers might utilize information or the expertise of

specialized consultants as a counter-response to competing

information, expertise, or specialization of the realist-

planners. Additionally, the White House advisers might

make policy recommendations to the president in response to

public opinion since public opinion directly impacts

political standings. On the other hand, the realist-

planners might be more inclined to respond to the wishes

and opinions of other political elites. The influence of

competing clientele can match the two bureaucracies against

each other. This occurred during the formulation of the
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strategic decision discussed in this thesis when the White

House advisers responded to the pro-Zionist elements both

in and out of government while the realist-planners

resorted to a standard operating procedure which addressed

the concerns of both strategic and commercial oil

interests. Pro-Zionist political elites brought weight to

bear on the decision to extend recognition to the new State

of Israel since a number of pro-Zionist senators and

congressmen had developed substantial national

constituencies and could exert pressure on the White House

advisers to respond favorably to their demands. The White

House advisers viewed the pro-Zionist special interest

groups as potential votes which could be garnered for the

president and his overall political agenda, whereas the

realist-planners placed themselves and their decisions on a

plane which they imagined was above the level of pressure

politics.

The realist-planners' approach to a question of policy

is "based on the assumption that foreign policy is

essentially a rational adaptation of means (resources) to

ends (national interests)" (Quandt 1977, 4). In its

attempt to reach the goals of "security, well-being, and

prestige," the realist-planners in a nation-state

environment utilize power either in economic or military

form. By utilizing this approach, policy-making becomes
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"primarily a calculation of its costs and benefits accruing

from alternative courses of action." The same assumptions

can be applied to the motives of the White House advisers.

From their perspective they too were interested in

maintaining and promoting the "security, well-being, and

prestige" of the United States. The cause of the conflict

between the two competing bureaucracies was the differences

in their conceptions of "security, well-being and prestige"

(Quandt 1977, 4).

Applied to the question of extending recognition to

the State of Israel, both the realist-planners and the

White House advisers would calculate the "costs and

benefits" of the recognition action in terms of whether

such an action was consistent with United States foreign

policy interests. In order to demonstrate and better

explain how competing positions could view the national

interest from opposite perspectives, Holsti's "hierarchy of

objectives" model is incorporated in this analysis.

Hierarchy of Objectives

Holsti has pointed out that nation-states pursue a

number of foreign policy objectives simultaneously. These

objectives are intended to defend, sustain, or promote the

interests of a political entity and are delineated into

three structured categories: core, middle, and long-range

objectives. At the base of this structure are core values
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such as territorial integrity, territorial unity, and

national security which relate to the "self preservation of

the political unit." The second tier contains a set of

middle-range objectives which include regional domination,

territorial expansion, support for allies and friends, and

the weakening of opponents which might also include the

foiling of hegemonic ambitions. The third level concerns

aspirations or objectives that reflect the state's

ideological conception of a universal political order along

with that of a nation's particular role within that future

environment (K. J. Holsti 1988, 122-124).

The two bureaucratic structures which represent the

major thrust of this thesis, that is the realist-planners

and the White House advisers, each had their own hierarchy

of objectives which shaped their perception of the national

interest. While both bureaucracies shared core objectives

that revolved around issues of national security, each had

its own conception of policy when it came to the role of a

proposed Jewish state. Each bureaucracy wanted to

establish and maintain a Middle East policy which would

protect United States national security while protecting

and enhancing the American "way of life." The conflict

between these groups developed not over different core

values, but rather over the most desirable means to protect

them. National security, in the context of post-World War
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II Middle East interests, meant access to petroleum

resources and concurrent precautionary policies to guard

against Soviet encroachment into the region. The

fundamental bureaucratic conflict discussed in this thesis

pitted the realist-planners who wanted to maintain the long

established status quo in the region against the White

House advisers who viewed a redistribution of power in the

Middle East as the best protection of United States

national security.

The values which Holsti defines as middle-range were

the ones where the greatest degree of bureaucratic conflict

emerged. As mentioned previously, this category of

objectives includes the goals of creating and maintaining

international institutions, the support for allies, and the

promotion of values such as humanitarian concerns. The

goal of creating and maintaining international institutions

was the one area where the two bureaucracies did not

conflict. Unqualified political and diplomatic support for

the new United Nations organization was enthusiastic among

both the realist-planners and the White House advisers.

The conflicts which emerged revolved around the issues of

support for allies and the promotion of humanitarian

concerns. The realist-planners viewed British national

interests as an extension of United States national

interests. From this perspective it logically followed
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that the United States should support British policy in the

Middle East and not jeopardize the successful relationships

which the British had developed and nurtured with the oil-

producing Arab states. The White House advisers were not

convinced of this line of thinking. In the face of

declining British hegemony in the region, the White House

advisers reasoned that the United States could do as it

pleased in the Middle East. This view was based on the

notion that the Arabs needed United States dollars from the

sale of their oil more than the United States needed Arab

oil. Humanitarian concerns, one of the strong motives

supported by the White House advisers, did not equate to a

middle-range value for the realist-planners. This value,

however, is the one which garnered the most public support

for this objective since it was the one argument that had

been successfully presented to the American people.

The third level of values which Holsti has defined are

those objectives that reflect the ideological conception of

a universal political order and a nation's role in that

future environment. On this objective, the views of the

two competing presidential bureaucracies converged. Ronald

Steel writes that the United States emerged from World War

II as "the world's major interventionist power" (Steel

1970, 4). The bipartisan congressional and bureaucratic

support given the interventionist Truman Doctrine extended
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to the president a national consensus mandate for his

foreign policy agenda. Within the Congress and at all

levels of the presidential bureaucracy there was an almost

unanimous desire to establish out of the chaos of World War

II a new universal order under the aegis of the United

States.

The utilization and applicability of the theories

presented in this chapter are demonstrated in Chapters III

and IV. These subsequent chapters embody the empirical

underpinnings of the case under investigation in this

thesis.



CHAPTER III

THE DECISION REGIMES

As discussed in the previous chapter, Charles Kegley

identified the two major elements which comprise a decision

regime: substantive and procedural. Substantive decision

regimes emerge "when there is leadership consensus

regarding the substance of policy" and procedural regimes

emerge "when there is leadership consensus regarding the

substance of process" (Kegley 1987, 254). On the issue of

extending recognition to the provisional government of the

State of Israel, two different and competing substantive

regimes emerged: the realist-planners who opposed the

recognition action and the White House advisers who

supported it. Although there was "leadership consensus

regarding the substance of policy" within each regime,

neither group could move beyond the substantive stage and

implement their consensus without the presence of a

procedural regime. Neither group was able to move beyond

the substantive stage and implement its consensus because

substantive regimes lack the "substance of process." The

essential element that constituted this substance of

process and which would permit the subsequent

31
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implementation of the substantive consensus was President

Truman. The merger of either the realist-planners or the

White House advisers with President Truman was the first

step in the execution of the strategic decision.

In this chapter we move beyond our discussion of

Kegley's theoretical framework of decision regimes and the

two supporting frameworks of bureaucratic structure and

hierarchy of objectives. We instead turn our attention to

the historical events which relate to this case and

empirically illustrate the emergence of the two competing

decision regimes introduced earlier in Chapter I. Although

each substantive regime was able to arrive at a leadership

consensus on the substance of policy through the use of

composite decision-making, both regimes lacked the

substance of process necessary for either of them to form

their own procedural regime. The procedural regime

remained fundamental as the necessary element to

operationalize either consensus as United States foreign

policy. In addition to illustrating a hierarchy of

objectives, this chapter tells the story of two competing

substantive decision regimes operating in a bureaucratic

structure where each regime was attempting to secure for

itself the endorsement of the procedural element which was

President Truman.
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Realist-Planners

The State Department

In order to explain the influences exerted by the

realist-planners and demonstrate the circumstances under

which they operated, it is necessary to examine the status

of their institutions during the 1947-1948 time frame. By

that time, a number of domestic and international dynamics

had infected the political environment which strongly

impacted the decision-making mechanisms and perspectives of

the State Department and the defense establishment. The

emergence of these dynamics not only created processes

which brought about changes in the relative strengths and

weaknesses among the realist-planners, but they also helped

define the relative position of influence which the

realist-planners maintained vis-a-vis the White House

advisers of the Truman administration.

Domestic dynamics fell into two groups: those which

occurred during World War II and those which occurred in

its immediate aftermath. The wartime influences which the

realist-planners witnessed resulted in a major shift in

presidential confidence from the State Department to the

military establishment, specifically the JCS, for policy

recommendations and information (Barnet 1972, 27). Those

dynamics which continued to have a diluting effect on

State's influence included leadership lethargy,
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presidential diplomatic style, major personnel changes

which occurred within a relatively short period of time,

and the concurrent rise in power and influence of the JCS.

Changes in the immediate postwar period which also

contributed to power shifts within the bureaucracies of the

realist-planners include the passage of the National

Defense Act of 1947 which is discussed shortly.

On the international scene, the Truman administra-

tion's growing suspicion of Soviet political and

territorial ambitions coupled with the postwar demise of

British imperial influence, forced the bureaucratic

structures to redefine their perceptions of the national

interest. This restructuring witnessed the emergence of

containment as a core value of United States foreign policy

and deterrence as the new United States military strategy.

In addition to the imperatives of wartime

decision-making, changes in the State Department during

those years were attributable to the leadership style of

President Roosevelt. Major wartime decisions which had the

greatest political impact "were made by the President, the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, and [Presidential adviser] Harry

Hopkins" (Barnet 1973, 27-28). Foreign policy discretion

also became the exclusive domain of the president.

Roosevelt's foreign policy diplomatic style was

conspicuously demonstrated during his first meeting with
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British Prime Minister Churchill in August 1941. The

president's choice of diplomatic style (Stoessinger 1979,

44) was further demonstrated when he demanded that the

conference which produced the Atlantic Charter transpire in

total secrecy, a characteristic of executive policy-making

which was expounded by Francis Rourke (Rourke 1984,

156-157). He also excluded Secretary of State Cordell Hull

and did not tell him of the conference until it was almost

over. President Roosevelt, who enjoyed playing the role of

both politician and soldier, continued this diplomatic

style throughout the war. It reached its zenith at Yalta

when he "threw aside the voluminous briefing books"

provided him by the State Department (Stoessinger 1979,

44).

Besides the diplomatic style of President Roosevelt,

the character of the World War II State Department and the

acceleration of its decline can be partially traced to

Secretary of State Hull. Although the president had

personally appointed Hull as secretary his routine method

of communication with the State Department was through his

friend, Under Secretary of State Sumner Welles, who acted

as the president's envoy. Hull complains in his memoirs of

being "left in the dark on the great issues." Yet, he had

himself accelerated the State Department's decline in

influence with Roosevelt when he renounced interest in
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major political matters arguing that they sounded like

"technical military" affairs. He had refused to look at

"ABC" papers, the strategic directives which were drafted

by the American and British military in the months prior to

the attack at Pearl Harbor. Although there were repeated

reorganizations of the State Department during the war, the

department staff "continued to reflect the prewar

conception of its function" (Barnet 1973, 26).

An additional factor which revealed the bureaucratic

leadership predicament of the State Department was the fact

that between November 1944 and January 1947 there were four

different secretaries of state. When Cordell Hull, who had

held that post since 1933, retired for reasons of health in

1944 he was succeeded by Edward R. Stettinius. Stettinius,

"an industrialist with only scant background in

international relations" (Campbell and Herring 1975, xiii)

was in office (November 1944-June 1945) when Vice President

Truman succeeded President Roosevelt on April 12, 1945.

Stettinius was replaced by former Senate Majority Leader

and Associate Supreme Court Justice James F. Byrnes (July

1945-January 1947) who was in turn replaced by the World

War II Chief of Staff General George Marshall on January

21, 1947. The United States had not seen such a rapid

turnover of secretaries of state in a twenty-six month

period since prior to the Civil War.
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The State Department's lack of assertiveness and

decline in influence during the war created a power vacuum

into which the generals and admirals of the military rushed

to fill. The result was the rapid ascent of the military

in both a foreign policy advisory capacity and in an

implementation role. In December 1941, President Roosevelt

created the JCS in order to establish a counterpart to the

British Chiefs of Staff and also to hopefully minimize

inter-service rivalry. Richard J. Barnet points out that

this bureaucratic innovation "was based on neither

Congressional legislation nor an executive order." During

the war years the president relied increasingly on the

generals and admirals of the JCS for foreign policy advice.

This occurred as a result of the president's primary

objective which was to win the war and also "because

Marshall and his associates inspired confidence" whereas

Secretary of State Hull did not. It was the JCS and not

Hull who accompanied the president to the Big Three

meetings in 1943 at Cairo, Teheran, and Casablanca.

Roosevelt had tremendous respect for General Marshall and

the Joint Chiefs and rejected their advice during the war

"no more than two or three times" (Barnet 1979, 27).

Under the leadership of George Marshall, who assumed

the office of secretary of state on January 21, 1947, the

State Department began to conduct its affairs more
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assertively. On April 28, Marshall directed George Kennan

to set up a policy planning staff in the State Department

to develop policy recommendations for the United States to

utilize in addressing the postwar economic problems of

Europe. Secretary Marshall considered Kennan's assignment

an important task since he wanted to have an agenda that

would permit the United States to check Soviet schemes in

Europe and also prevent members of Congress from "coming up

with ideas of their own about what ought to be done."

Marshall felt that acceptance of a congressional initiative

in lieu of the State Department's plan which addressed the

economic needs of postwar Europe would put him and and his

agenda in a defensive position. This was definitely

something he wanted to avoid (Kennan 1967, 325-326).

George Kennan's article, "The Sources of Soviet

Conduct," was published in the July 1947 issue of Foreign

Affairs. Although the Truman Doctrine declaring that "it

must be the policy of the United States to support free

peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed

minorities or by outside pressures" had been articulated by

the president four months earlier on March 12 to a joint

session of Congress, the "final breach between the Soviets

and the British and Americans" did not take place until

Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov walked out of a stormy

conference in June which had convened in Paris to discuss
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the Marshall Plan (Aron 1974, 28). This event plus the

widespread and varied debate over Kennan's article

contributed to a further exacerbation of East-West

relations as the Western Allies and the Soviet Union moved

into the period of Cold War diplomacy.

The Defense Department, NSC, and JCS

During the immediate postwar period Congress did not

remain passive in the wake of domestic and international

change and the need to modify the structures of government.

The passage of the National Security Act of 1947 was the

consequence of Congress and the executive branch

collaborating in an effort to enlarge the advisory and

decision-making functions of government. This act

addressed the "structure of governmental action and policy

formation" and brought into existence the National Security

Council (NSC), and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)

(Millis 1951, 19). It also addressed one of President

Truman's personal agenda items when it called for the

reorganization and unification of the armed forces under a

single Department of Defense. In his Memoirs, Truman wrote

that he had for years studied the need for military

reorganization and that he had pushed for a single

department of the armed forces since his inauguration

(Truman 1956, 46). As a result of the passage of the

National Security Act, the formation of a unitary
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Department of Defense formally began with the swearing in

of James Forrestal as its first secretary on September 17,

1947.

The original suggestion leading to the concept of the

National Security Council can be traced to Forrestal. In

November 1944, a few months after being appointed secretary

of navy, the future first secretary of defense discussed

with Harry Hopkins the need for establishing a civilian

counterpart to the JCS. Following his talk with Hopkins,

Forrestal wrote that "if we did not create something

similar to the British system for coordinated and focused

government action we should not be able to deal with the

problems and relationships" of the postwar period.

Forrestal felt he had valid grounds for his concerns when

he pointed out to Hopkins the consequences of uncoordinated

negotiations. The example he gave concerned Assistant

Secretary of State Adolph Berle who was meeting resistance

in Chicago from the British at an Air Conference while

Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morganthau, Jr., was

negotiating in Washington to give to the British "billions

of dollars under Lend-Lease." Forrestal argued that it

would be in the national interest to use one negotiation

"in order to facilitate the progress of the other" (Millis

1951, 19).

An additional source of support for the NSC concept
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can be found in Congress' hope of getting Cabinet officers

more involved in foreign affairs policy and decision-making

(Rourke 1984, 26). The National Security Act of 1947

assigned to the NSC the mission of advising the president

"with respect to the integration of domestic, foreign, and

military policies relating to national security." In

addition to being a clearinghouse for competing

bureaucratic interests, Congress declared that it was to

independently "assess and appraise the objectives,

commitments, and risks of the United States in relation to

our actual and potential military power." The legislation

also specified that the members of the NSC were to include

the president, the vice president, the secretaries of state

and defense, and the director of the Office of Emergency

Planning. Serving as NSC advisers were the CIA director

and the chairman of the JCS (Hersh 1983, 25).

The provision for appointing an executive director of

the NSC was also included in the 1947 legislation. This

individual theoretically would have had significant

influence "on the control and monitoring of the overseas

operations of the armed forces and the intelligence

services" (Hersh 1983, 25). However, President Truman

delegated to Special Counsel Clark Clifford the

responsibility for national security affairs and, as a

result, Clifford functioned as a de facto national
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security adviser (Isaacson and Thomas 1986, 430).

Oil and the National Interest

The newly organized Department of Defense lost no time

in articulating its Middle East policy. In concert with

State, the Defense Department personnel were genuinely

concerned about the political position of the United States

in the Middle East due to both the petroleum reserves that

were located there and the region's strategic value as the

land bridge between the continents of Europe, Asia, and

Africa. Since World War I, oil had become an increasingly

important source of energy for both industry and war. With

the advent of the modern twentieth-century armies--which

utilized mechanized weapons and vehicles such as tanks,

troop and supply transports, and airplanes--the need for

oil increased. During World War I, Prime Minister

Clemenceau of France observed that "one drop of oil is

worth one drop of blood of our soldiers." As an attribute

of national power, the importance of oil naturally led to

the related issue of control over petroleum resources with

the concurrent result that those countries which possessed

considerable oil deposits began to acquire an influence in

international affairs. Hans J. Morganthau asserted that

the control over oil deposits is a zero-sum game when he

noted that
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an important factor in the distribution of
power is the sense that whoever is able to add
[oil deposits] to his other sources of raw
materials adds that much strength to his own
resources and deprives his competitors
proportionately (Morganthau 1967, 111-112).

In addition to their interest in oil, the

realist-planners defined their conception of the national

interest based on their views on the geo-strategic location

and value of the Middle East. The State and Defense

departments both defined the Middle East as a "critically

situated region" and argued that the countries located

there had to be encouraged to avoid alliances with the

Soviets or their allies. The realist-planners of the State

and Defense departments along with the military analysts

all agreed that the United States should adopt and maintain

policies friendly to the Arab countries in an effort to

ensure that the region would continue to maintain and

subsequently strengthen its commercial and political ties

to the West. From this perspective it naturally followed

that the realist-planners viewed any undertaking by the

United States government which would weaken American-Arab

relations, such as support for the Zionist plans to

establish a Jewish state in Palestine, "a menace to the

national security of the United States" (Snetsinger 1974,

14-15).

The importance of the location and control of oil

reserves was a major concern during World War II. In 1944,
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the State Department's petroleum adviser, Charles Rayner,

told a congressional investigating committee that "World

War II has been and is a war based on oil." Rayner was

articulating the fact that petroleum not only was the

lubricant of the various war machines, but it was also the

military objective of securing and holding it that

oftentimes brought about the clashes between nations. His

statement reflected the enormous importance which oil had

assumed in the strategic thinking of the realist-planners.

The following year, John A. Loftus, another State

Department official, published a memorandum entitled

"Petroleum in International Relations." He gave a more

comprehensive overview of petroleum in the formulation of

national interests when he observed that a major aspect of

State Department concern was support given to American

nationals "seeking to obtain or to retain rights to engage

in petroleum development, transportation, and processing

abroad" (Barnet 1973, 201).

Shortly after the publication of the Report of the

Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry on April 30, 1946 and

while its recommendations were still being debated, Truman

asked Under Secretary of State Dean Acheson to get a "full

appraisal of the military factors" as they related to the

Palestine question. The JCS responded to this request by

reporting to the president that only through the use of
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military force against the Arabs could the United States

overcome their resistance to the mass immigration of Jews

into Palestine. The JCS warning continued by stating that

the United States did not have the necessary manpower to

commit to Palestine and that such an action would be an

invitation for Soviet intervention in the Middle East. The

result would be, the JCS asserted, that the supply of oil

to the United States might be seriously jeopardized (Truman

1956, 149). Later that year, on October 30, another of

Rayner's assessments was released when the United States

government's Information Service circulated a statement in

which he painted an ominous picture of America's oil

supply. Even before the release of this report however,

Truman had noted that the issue of oil was of major concern

to the State Department and the JCS. Recording the concern

of the realist-planners by the president was done in an

effort to be sure that policy formulations took into

consideration the fact that the control of oil reserves in

the Middle East was a most serious issue and that United

States policy should avoid taking any actions that would

necessitate the engagement of United States armed forces

there, or alienate the peoples of the region away from the

West since the area was of vital security interest to the

United States (Kimche 1973, 232-234).

Two years later, on February 6, 1948, the State
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Department published yet another report in which it was

predicted that, as a result of the rapid decrease in the

supply of oil, those countries in Europe receiving Marshall

Plan aid might have to cut their consumption. The report

further predicted that the United States might need to

begin importing substantial quantities of Middle East oil

(Kimche 1973, 232-233).

Petroleum reserves, however, was not the only cause

for concern held by the realist-planners. Both the

analysts of State Department and the military thinkers

viewed the interests of the United States in systemic

terms. They were concerned with the movement of fleets,

outflanking maneuvers, and changes in the balance of power.

From their perspective, the Middle East was a small but

important part of the global military equation. Those

members of the realist-planners bureaucracies who opposed

the United States support for the establishment and

maintenance of a Jewish state in a Middle East Arab country

were concerned with the threat of Soviet expansion, not

just into the Middle East, but into any area considered

vital to United States interests. Those who opposed United

States support for Zionist ambitions were apprehensive over

such a move by the United States since it would provide the

Soviet Union an opportunity to "leap over" the northern

defense tier of Turkey, Iran, and Pakistan and "penetrate"
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the Arab world. If this occurred, so that train of logic

continued, the Soviets could successfully outflank NATO,

turn off "the oil tap of the Persian Gulf," and pose a

threat to "NATO's soft underbelly" (Quandt 1977, 8).

The Role of NGOs

In addition to the competing perspectives of national

security existing between the two substantive regimes there

was the participation of no less than two Non-Governmental

Organizations (NGOs). Support for the State Department

view of national security interests came from the American

Council for Judaism (ACJ) while sponsorship for the agenda

of the White House advisers came from the World Zionist

Organization (WZO). The WZO is discussed shortly.

Founded in 1943 by non-Zionist American Jews, the ACJ

was the leading anti-Zionist voice in the United States.

Prior to accepting the presidency of the newly formed

organization, retired Sears-Roebuck chairman Lessing J.

Rosenwald sought "authoritative assurance that launching an

anti-Zionist organization would not be contrary to United

States interests and policies" (Berger 1990). In a meeting

with Under Secretary of State Sumner Welles, Rosenwald

heard firsthand the State Department's view when Welles

stated he would be "enthusiastic about the idea" of an

anti-Zionist organization. Although supportive of the

founding of the ACJ, the under secretary was not seen as a
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Zionist antagonist. In his autobiography, Nahum Goldmann

writes that he regarded Welles as "the only high State

Department official who had an understanding of the Zionist

concept" (Goldmann 1969, 205).

Rabbi Elmer Berger, the executive director of ACJ

during the years preceding the 1947 United Nations

partition resolution, recounts that the leadership of his

organization based their strategy on two premises. First,

they believed that American Jews were essentially not

Zionists and that once the "problem of the displaced Jews"

in Europe was resolved, "Zionism would retreat to an

unimportant role in America, as, indeed, it had been for

the seventy or more years prior to Hitler" (Berger 1990).

Second, the ACJ "naively" believed that Washington

officialdom,

charged with safeguarding U. S. interests in
the Middle East would adequately and
professionally do whatever was necessary, from
the viewpoint of those interests, to protect
them (Berger 1990).

Based on the presumption that specialists in the State

Department, and not the president, would ultimately

determine United States policy in the Middle East, the ACJ

worked through both Dean Acheson and Loy Henderson in the

State Department to present their case against the creation

of a Jewish state. Of this strategy, Berger more recently

has observed that one of its results was to unintentionally
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divert "our interests in talking to the President" (Berger

1990). It is not clear whether the anti-Zionist views of

the ACJ as such were passed on to the White House by the

State Department or not. It is known, however, that the

White House advisers were aware of the ACJ's positions and

orientations. On April 22, 1948, William L. Batt, Jr.,

director of research for the Democratic National Committee,

sent to Clark Clifford the transcript of a radio broadcast

made earlier that month by Lessing Rosenwald. In the

attached cover letter Batt told Clifford that it "comes

closer to the State Department view than anything else I

have seen in print" (Batt 1948).

White House Advisers

As previously specified, the term "White House

advisers" is used in this thesis as a broad heading to

identify that group of individuals within the presidential

bureaucracy who functioned in an advisory capacity to the

president but were not members of the realist-planners

bureaucracy. This group includes Special Counsel to the

President Clark Clifford, Clifford's predecessor Samuel I.

Rosenman, Assistant for Minority Affairs David K. Niles,

and White House consultant Max Lowenthal. For the purposes

of this study, this group also includes a secondary and

informal level of influence consisting of the "unofficial"

advisers, counselors, confidants, and petitioners both in
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and out of government who lobbied the White House directly

or indirectly against the recommendations of the realist-

planners. Some of these individuals were Rabbis Stephen S.

Wise and Abba Hillel Silver who collaborated as the

American Zionist Emergency Committee; the president's close

friend, former business partner, and "passionate Zionist"

Eddie Jacobson (Acheson 1969, 169); Congressman Sol Bloom

of the House Foreign Affairs Committee; Eliahu Epstein, the

Washington representative for the Jewish Agency for

Palestine; and Nahum Goldmann and Chaim Weizmann of the

World Zionist Organization (WZO).

In 1943, President Roosevelt created the unique office

of special counsel for Sam Rosenman, his speech writer and

"political savant" with whom he had been associated since

1929 (Ferrell 1983, 169). Rosenman remained on the White

House staff as special counsel after Roosevelt's death and

continued in that capacity until February 1, 1946 when he

resigned from the Truman administration to enter law

practice in New York. His departure along with the

appointment of naval aid James K. Vardaman, Jr. as a

governor of the Federal Reserve Board precipitated the rise

of Clark Clifford as Vardaman's successor and to a

subsequent position of major influence on the White House

staff (Donovan 1977, 178).
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Clark Clifford

While serving as an assistant naval aide, Clifford had

worked with Rosenman in a multi-functional role as a speech

writer, lawyer, aide and organizer who had the unique

ability to pull things together (Donovan 1977, 178). After

Rosenman's resignation, Clifford pliantly stepped in and

continued to carry out those functions previously performed

by the special counsel. With the departure of Rosenman,

President Truman indicated that he did not plan to appoint

another special counsel. It was not too long, however,

before the president changed his mind. Clifford's rise to

favor with Truman was the result of his outstanding

performance as an aide which was capped with the rewriting

of a major presidential speech. In May 1946, the president

demanded that two railway unions call off a nationwide rail

strike. He became extremely irritated when the leaders

refused to comply with his wishes and decided to appeal

directly to Congress for additional strike-breaking

authority. He made notes for the proposed speech and gave

them to Press Secretary Charles Ross to be typed. Ross was

dismayed over the speech which was "shrill, rambling,

undignified and corny." Ross told the president that the

speech was not appropriate and, as a result, Clifford was

given the task of rewriting it. The president's speech,

after being rewritten by Clifford, was a resounding
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political success. A few weeks later Truman promoted

Clifford to "Special Counsel to the President", a position

he held until he left the Truman administration in 1950

(Anderson 1968, 114-115). Although the title of special

counsel implied some sort of legal function, Clifford's job

did not include the responsibility of giving the president

formal legal opinions. It was basically political in

nature with advice concerning executive orders and other

related legal matters coming from George T. Washington, the

assistant solicitor general (Anderson 1968, 114-115).

Prior to entering the United States Navy during World

War II and coming to the White House under the tutelage of

Commodore Vardaman, Clifford had been an attorney in St.

Louis with no experience in international affairs (Anderson

1968, 131). Acting as a de facto national security adviser

he became the president's liaison with different Cabinet

members where he made the president's views known and saw

to it that presidential wishes were carried out. In 1947

and 1948, in his additional capacity as manager of the

president's reelection campaign, clashes within the

administration emerged. During this time, Clifford

continued to deny that political factors had any influence

on his judgment. Yet, knowledgeable political leaders knew

that the surest way to get the president's ear was through

the office of the special counsel. Clifford's role was
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basically to explain to the president what each

politician's efforts entailed and how that particular

politician could impact the president's bid for reelection

(Pogue 1987, 337).

In the often bitter debates between the White House

and the State Department over United States Palestine

policy, Clifford acted as Truman's advocate. According to

the memoirs of Eliahu Epstein of the Jewish Agency, later

known as Eliahu Elath, Israel's first ambassador to the

United States, Clifford along with David K. Niles were

regularly briefed by Epstein and his staff when Epstein was

in charge of the Jewish Agency-WZO Washington office. When

it came to questions regarding the Palestine issue it was

evident that the two most influential White House staff

members were Clifford and Niles (M. Cohen 1982, 46).

David K. Niles

Depending upon whose book one reads, David K. Niles

may be described as the president's assistant for minority

groups (Acheson 1969, 171), the president's assistant "in

charge of Jewish questions" (Goldmann 1969, 232), or "the

Zionists' secret weapon in the White House" (Tivnan 1987,

26-27). Alfred Lilienthal refers to him as one of the trio

of "American masterminds" of Zionist pressure dedicated to

assuring the adoption of the United Nations partition of

Palestine. The other members of the trio were Judge Joseph
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Proskauer of New York and Robert Nathan, a Washington

economist (Lilienthal 1982, 65). Born Neyhaus in Polish-

Russia in 1890, Niles was, like Rosenman, a carry-over from

the Roosevelt administration where he had been an executive

assistant to the late president. Starting his career in

government during World War I as a clerk in the Department

of Labor, Niles became a protege of Harry Hopkins. As one

who is purported to have had a "passion for anonymity" he

became a member of Roosevelt's "select group of

confidential advisers" following the 1940 election. Since

the United States' entry into the war began to require more

of the president's time, Roosevelt bequeathed to Niles the

task of handling problems relating to minorities. Once in

this position he became what Lilienthal has described as

the "first Jewish ambassador to the White House." In his

capacity as executive assistant for minority affairs, Niles

was able to sustain the continued and unique access which

Eliahu Epstein of the Jewish Agency had to the White House.

Niles was also the conduit through which the views of Eddie

Jacobson, Truman's close friend and former business

partner, were conveyed to the president (Lilienthal 1982,

94). Dean Acheson, who was under secretary of state during

the 1945-1947 period, noted that both Arab and Jewish

leaders had to get in touch with Niles in order to

communicate with the president (Acheson 1969, 171). Of
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Niles' role in the formulation of policy, Tivnan writes

that "Truman gave no speech or authorized any document on

the issue of Palestine or the DPs [Displaced Persons]

without Niles' counsel" (Tivnan 1987, 26-27). Niles is

also credited with having swayed a number of opinion makers

toward the pro-Zionist camp and is given credit for

cultivating Clifford's support for the creation of the

Jewish state (Sacher 1983, 195).

Together, Clifford and Niles made a capable and

effective team. Clifford has been described as a political

pragmatist of Machiavellian dimension whose motivations in

1947 and 1948 were focused on doing whatever was necessary

to get the president reelected (Berger 1977). Niles, on

the other hand, tended to play the role of a low-profile

crusader whose advice to the president seems to have been

founded in the preconceived notion that all of Truman's

utterances and policies on DPs and the Palestine question

should be constructed in such a manner that they would

ultimately help pave the way for the establishment of a

Jewish state. Niles' agenda included advising the

president on the DPs problem which the Zionists continued

to link to the Palestine question.

The effectiveness of the Clifford-Niles collaboration

on the Palestine debate was manifested when they

successfully countered the recommendations of the
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Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry in the spring and

summer of 1946. The establishment of this committee and

its subsequent report had its origins in a communication of

the previous year.

The Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry

On July 24, 1945 in preparation for the Big Three

meeting at Potsdam with Churchill and Stalin, President

Truman sent Churchill the following memorandum:

There is a great interest in America in the
Palestine problem. The drastic restrictions
imposed on Jewish immigration [to Palestine] by
the British White Paper of May, 1939, continue
to provoke passionate protest from Americans
most interested in Palestine and in the Jewish
problem. They fervently urge the lifting of
these restrictions which deny Jews, who have
been so cruelly uprooted by ruthless Nazi
persecutions, entrance into the land which
represents for so many of them their only
hope for survival" (Truman 1956, 135).

One week later, Clement Attlee, who in the interim had

succeeded Churchill as prime minister, sent a brief note to

the president acknowledging his memorandum to Churchill and

promising that he would give it his attention (Truman 1956,

136). In response to the recommendation of Foreign

Minister Bevin on October 19, 1945, the British Labour

government sent a memorandum to Washington proposing the

establishment of a joint Anglo-American Committee of

Inquiry to study the issue of "Jewish immigration to

Palestine and elsewhere" (Lilienthal 1982, 51). Without
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presidential authority, State Department officials

responded to the British suggestion by sending a secret

memorandum of reassurance to the Arab states declaring that

the appointment of yet another commission was not a

harbinger of a change in United States Palestine policy

(Sachar 1983, 210-211). According to Bartley Crum, a

member of the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry, the

State Department's practice of countering pro-Zionist

political statements made by American politicians with

confidential communiques to Arab rulers originated on

September 15, 1938. He observed that the file which

"confirmed the charges of double-dealing that had been

hurled at both the United States and Great Britain" was

made available to the Anglo-American Committee and was

apparently unknown at the time to President Truman (Crum

1948, 36-38).

The Anglo-American Committee was the eighteenth such

investigative committee to be organized and convened since

the end of World War I for the purpose of studying the

Palestine question. The first one was the King-Crane

Commission which President Wilson had dispatched to

Palestine and Syria in the summer of 1919 to determine the

political wishes of the indigenous population. The

Anglo-American Committee, consisting of six British and six

American members, began its work on January 4, 1946 when
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hearings commenced in Washington. Afterwards, the

committee conducted hearings in London, in the DPs centers

in Germany, Austria, the Middle East, and later in

Jerusalem and Cairo. Following the close of hearings the

members flew to Switzerland where they convened at the Beau

Rivage Hotel on Lake Geneva to write their report, which

was subsequently submitted to the British and American

governments on April 22, 1946. While the committee was

meeting to discuss its findings and writing its final

report President Truman intervened. In what has been

described as a feverish effort, Zionists worked through

Niles to get the president to press the committee for a

recommendation calling for 100,000 immigration certificates

for Jews wishing entry into Palestine. On April 16, six

days before the committee's report was submitted to the

British and American governments, Truman wired Judge Joseph

D. Hutchenson, chairman of the American contingent of the

committee, stating that he hoped that the United States

delegation would "stand firm for a program that is in

accord with the highest American traditions of generosity

and justice" (Urofsky 1978, 110).

The report inter alia called for the issuance of

100,000 permits in 1946 to allow that number of Jews to

legally enter Palestine. Additionally the report suggested

that worldwide immigration restrictions against Jews be
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relaxed--specifically in the United States, Canada,

Australia, and parts of Latin America. It rejected

partition, calling for a binational state with a democratic

government and the revision of the League of Nations

Mandate in the form of a United Nations trusteeship with a

view toward the eventual emergence of an independent

Palestine (Khouri 1976, 34).

Truman responded selectively to the committee's

findings by approving its recommendations on immigration in

general and its proposal for the issuance of 100,000 entry

permits in particular. Prime Minister Attlee

simultaneously told the British House of Commons that the

committee's report had to be considered as a "unit" and

ways needed to be found for implementing it as a whole. He

continued by stating that Great Britain could not implement

the committee's findings until it ascertained the extent to

which the United States "would be prepared to share the

. . . additional military and financial responsibility"

(Acheson 1969, 172).

The president prepared to get the United States more

directly involved in the search for a negotiated settlement

in Palestine by creating a special Cabinet committee

consisting of the secretaries of state, war, and treasury,

with alternates. The function of this special committee

was to help the president "formulate and execute policy
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regarding Palestine, negotiate with the British, and keep

in touch with private organizations." In late June, the

president responded to Attlee's call for more American

responsibility in carrying out the Anglo-American

Committee's recommendations when he declared that the

United States government "was prepared to assume technical

and financial responsibility for transporting a hundred

thousand Jews to Palestine" (Acheson 1969, 174).

For the purpose of drawing up a plan to implement the

recommendations of the Anglo-American Committee, the

British and American governments established a joint

commission. In July 1946, under the leadership of

Britain's Herbert Morrison and his American counterpart,

former Assistant Secretary of State Dr. Henry Grady, the

Morrison-Grady Plan was proposed. It recommended the

conversion of the British held League of Nations Mandate

for Palestine into a United Nations Trusteeship which would

subsequently permit either an independent unitary state, a

binational state, or partition. Mandated Palestine would

be divided into two provinces, one Jewish and the other

Arab. The British would be responsible for foreign affairs

and defense matters with Jerusalem and the Negev placed

under their exclusive control. The 100,000 Jewish

immigrants, for which the Truman administration had been

pressing so zealously, would be permitted entry into
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Palestine providing that the United States agreed to its

share of the financial expense. The preconditions of these

proposals were the same as those found in the Report of the

Anglo-American Committee (Khouri 1976, 36).

The response of the Jewish Agency, "the official

spokesman of World Jewry" regarding Zionist interest in

Palestine, was to vehemently reject the plan (Khouri 1976,

18). During its August 5, 1946, executive session in

Paris, the Jewish Agency nonetheless modified its

previously immutable demand for a Jewish state in all of

Palestine when it adopted a resolution stating that the

agency was "prepared to discuss a proposal for the

establishment of a viable Jewish state in an adequate area

of Palestine," i.e., partition (Goldmann 1969, 232). This

change in tactics occurred after Niles warned the Jewish

Agency that the president would abandon his pro-Zionist

stance if a reasonable plan was not forthcoming from them.

The decision to opt for partition represented a move by the

Jewish Agency away from a policy of inflexible demands to

one which recognized and confronted the facts on the

ground. On August 7, President Truman notified Attlee that

he could not approve the Morrison-Grady Plan because it was

politically insupportable. Two days later, Niles invited

Nahum Goldmann to his apartment at the Carleton Hotel.

"With tears in his eyes," Niles told the Jewish Agency
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spokesman, who had just arrived from Paris, that the

president had accepted partition "without reservation and

had instructed Dean Acheson to inform the British

government" (Goldmann 1969, 235).

In his autobiography, Acheson stated that the

Morrison-Grady Plan contained "the makings of a compromise"

(Acheson 1969, 175-176). British Foreign Secretary Bevin

thought it was "fair and practical" (Bullock 1983, 344).

Acheson wrote that after President Truman's rejection of

the plan, Secretary of State Brynes "had had his fill of

Palestine" (Acheson 1969, 175-176). Byrnes told Forrestal,

who was secretary of the navy at the time, that he had

disassociated himself from the decision of the president to

reject the recommendations of the report (Millis 1951,

346). Byrnes also stated that the president's rejection

had been influenced chiefly by Niles and Rosenman. James

G. McDonald, described as "an ardent Zionist" (Green 1984,

23) and a member of the Anglo-American Committee, talked

bluntly against the plan and helped convince the president

to kill it (Urofsky 1978, 140). Niles and Rosenman also

told Truman that the Republican presidential candidate,

Thomas Dewey, was prepared to issue a statement in support

of the Zionist position and that if Truman did not

anticipate Dewey's move with a pro-Zionist statement of his

own the Democrats would loose New York state in the
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forthcoming 1946 elections (John and Hadawi 1970, 93).

The State Department had anticipated the further

intrusion of domestic politics into the domain of United

States foreign policy management. In a memorandum to the

president of September 12, 1946, from Acting Secretary of

State William L. Clayton (Secretary Byrnes was in London at

the time), Clayton stated that "Rabbi Wise and certain

other Zionists are urging that you should issue at once a

statement in favor of partition in Palestine" (Clayton

1946). Clayton stated that "it would not be advisable for

you to issue such a statement at this time." On the

question of pressuring the British to permit the

immigration of 100,000 European Jews to Palestine, Clayton

advised Truman against "making any further public

statements . . . for the time being." Clayton called to

the president's attention that the British were at a

"delicate" point in their negotiations to reach a

settlement of the Palestine problem. Addressing the effect

of a presidential statement, Clayton noted that

Any statement by this Government approving
partition would mean that we had gone contrary
to the recommendations both of the
Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry and of the
experts who drew up the Morrison-Grady scheme.
This would undoubtedly give rise to the
impression that we are adopting a policy on an
important matter in order to satisfy a
particular Zionist group (Clayton 1946).
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The Yom Kippur Statement Controversy

Twenty days later, in what was to become his

controversial Yom Kippur statement of October 4, 1946, the

president declared that the policy of the United States

would be to support the partition of Palestine. Commenting

on the August 5, 1946 resolution of the Jewish Agency,

which included "the establishment of a viable Jewish state

in an adequate area of Palestine" (Goldmann 1969, 232), the

president stated that "our Government could give its

support" to those proposals (Donovan 1977, 321). The

Zionist response was almost unanimously favorable while

newspaper commentaries generally greeted the president's

remarks as a gesture made in an attempt to strengthen the

Democratic party. A political response came from Governor

Dewey two days later when he upped the ante and demanded

that the British issue permits allowing not just the

100,000 Jews into Palestine as requested by the president,

but the immigration of several hundred thousand.

International reaction came from both the Arab Higher

Committee and from King Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia. The Arab

Higher Committee declared that the president's statement

"clearly reveals that American policy is directed against

the Arab people of Palestine and thereby against all Arabs

who support their brethren there." King Ibn Saud accused

the president of "contradicting his previous promises"
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since he did not consult with all the parties, as he had

agreed to do, before calling for changes in the Palestine

situation (Snetsinger 1974, 43).

Discussing Truman's Yom Kippur statement in an article

two years later, Kermit Roosevelt wrote that "the story

behind the statement" was simple (Roosevelt, 1948, p. 12).

Democrats James Mead and Herbert H. Lehman were both

engaged in losing political campaigns in New York state.

Mead was running for governor while Lehman was making a bid

for the United States Senate. Roosevelt continued that

although the notion was untested, certain political leaders

believed that the pro-Zionist voters of New York would cast

their votes as a bloc. As the campaign increased in

intensity, Mead and Lehman notified the White House that

the president would have to issue a statement in support of

Zionism since Thomas Dewey, the Republican gubernatorial

candidate was on the verge of issuing one himself. At the

request of the White House, the State Department developed

a draft statement which the executive bureaucracy decided

was unsatisfactory. While the White House was considering

what action it should take, Mead and Lehman called again

and said that if a statement was not forthcoming from the

president they would make one themselves and publicly call

upon Truman to lend his support to it. Roosevelt points

out that as a result of "domestic political pressure
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logically unrelated to Palestine," the October 4 Yom

Kippur statement was produced (Roosevelt 1948, 12).

Roosevelt assessed Truman's statement as "one of the

most disturbing and fateful ever made on Palestine." He

considered it disturbing because of the way in which

domestic political concerns were used to determine United

States foreign policy. Also, many Jews appear to have

deplored Truman's "appeal to deep religious sentiments for

obviously political purposes." As for being a fateful

statement, Roosevelt pointed out that the British were

involved in negotiations as part of their effort to find a

solution to the Palestine problem. Following Truman's

statement, the British negotiations were "thrown into

confusion by the unexpected intrusion" (Roosevelt 1948,

13), thus confirming the concerns expressed by Clayton in

his September 12 memorandum to the president. Roosevelt

quotes a New York Times dispatch which reported that:

The British Government appears to feel that
Britain had been well on the way toward a
solution of the crisis there [in Palestine] on
a cantonal basis when President Truman upset
the apple cart by making his speech demanding
the immediate entry of 100,000 Jews (Roosevelt
1948, 13).

President Truman's attempt to win votes in New York by

making promises on Palestine convinced the British

government that it could not rely on the United States to

take responsible action toward supporting a British
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solution to the Arab-Zionist conflict in Palestine. This

reality sounded the death knell for the League of Nations

Mandate and made British withdrawal from Palestine

inevitable (Roosevelt 1948, 13).

In addition to committing the United States to a

policy of partition, the Truman statement also created new

ground rules for White House-State Department exchanges on

future Palestine policy pronouncements. Shortly after the

president's statement, the White House advisers warned

State Department personnel "not to criticize their

government's position." Some time later, when Secretary of

State Byrnes was asked what he thought the State

Department's policy on Palestine should be, he replied that

"he had nothing to do with it, he just carried messages"

(Roosevelt 1948, 13).

Not only did certain State Department personnel reject

the White House warning to "not criticize their

government's position," they worked intensely to amend

White House directives on Palestine. In 1947, under orders

from the White House, the State Department had been forced

to accept the majority report of the United Nations Special

Commission on Palestine (UNSCOP). The "acceptance" of the

UNSCOP report, however, did not prevent key State

Department personnel from cooperating with the British

government in a mutual effort to reduce the geographical
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size of the proposed Jewish state (Kurzman 1970, 11). The

high point in the State Department-British government

collaboration occurred between September and November of

1947 when a concerted, but unsuccessful, effort was made to

have the Negev Desert of southern Palestine withheld from

the Jews and included in the proposed Arab state.

Chapter Summary

In this chapter we have presented the empirical facts

surrounding the competition between the two rival

bureaucracies defined as substantive decision regimes; the

realist-planners and the White House advisers. The

realist-planners, led by Secretary of State Marshall and

Secretary of Defense Forrestal, viewed the Palestine

question as an apolitical issue that should have been

answered with an inordinate degree of concern for access to

and control over the petroleum resources of the Middle

East. It was their view that United States support for

Zionist aspirations in Palestine could destabilize the

region and jeopardize the flow of Middle East oil. In

addition to the possibility of negatively impacting United

States oil supplies, the empirical evidence also indicated

that a loss of the control over the petroleum resources of

the Middle East would threaten the success of the Marshall

Plan in its efforts to facilitate the economic recovery of

Western Europe. The specter of an oil crisis in both the
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United States and Western Europe, coupled with the

undefined political orientation of the forthcoming Jewish

state--especially in view of the Soviet Union's search for

a foothold in the Middle East--precipitated the State and

Defense departments to push for the maintenance of United

States foreign policy which was based on demonstrating good

will toward the oil-producing Arab states and a

continuation of the existing status quo. To sustain its

Middle East objectives the realist-planners worked actively

against the policies of the president and the agenda of the

White House advisers to the extent that they were willing

to join the British in a last ditch effort to restrict the

size of territory to be allotted to the proposed Jewish

state.

Under the leadership of Clark Clifford and David K.

Niles, the White House advisers pursued their case on

political grounds and a putative humanitarian concern for

the Jewish victims of Nazi persecution. The political

impact of the president's Palestine policy was measured by

Clifford who countered the petroleum perspective of the

realist-planners by pointing out to the president in an

advisory memorandum that the Arab states needed United

States dollars from the sale of their oil more than the

United States needed Arab oil (FRUS 1948, 694-695).

Although his view of the Palestine question was basically
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from the purview of domestic pragmatic politics he argued

that the best way to keep the Soviets out of the Middle

East was to extend early recognition to the Jewish state.

David Niles, with his direct access to the Oval Office,

functioned as a liaison between proponents of the Jewish

state and the president. Niles skirted the petroleum

policy controversy and instead promoted the notion that it

would be in the best interests of the United States to

insist that the British respond to the Anglo-American

Committee of Inquiry's recommendation that 100,000

displaced Jews be immediately admitted into Palestine. He

does not seem to have viewed the Palestine question from

any particular political angle but rather from the vantage

point of a crusader. His loyalty to the president and his

reenforcement of Truman's humanitarian concerns added to

his effectiveness as a member of the White House advisers

decision regime and a key actor in the strategic decision

of 1948.

This was the mood of the bureaucratic environment in

which Truman selected which substantive regime's consensus

he would endorse, either that of the realist-planners who

opposed extending recognition to the State of Israel or the

White House advisers who supported immediate recognition.



CHAPTER IV

PRESIDENT TRUMAN: THE PROCEDURAL ELEMENT

Chapter II pointed out that a decision regime consists

of two component parts: substantive regimes and procedural

regimes. In Chapter III we empirically demonstrated that

substantive regimes may establish and promote a consensus

of leadership but are insufficient in and of themselves to

bring about the implementation of a leadership decision.

Their function is merely to provide the consensual

foundation for the eventual realization of a foreign policy

act. The complementary element needed to operationalize a

broader decisional regime, thereby implementing the

consensus of a substantive regime, is the procedural

decision regime. It was in this role as the procedural

decision regime that President Truman became the key player

in the selection and implementation of the consensus of one

of the two competing substantive regimes discussed in

Chapter III. In this present chapter we illustrate the

environment and the dynamics which led Truman to endorse

the consensus of one of the competing substantive decision

regimes. His role as the procedural element in this

decision-making scenario began on April 12, 1945 when he

71
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was sworn in as the thirty-third president of the United

States.

Truman and the Palestine Question

Of his eighty-two days as vice president, Truman told

his daughter that President Roosevelt "never did talk to me

confidentially about the war, or about foreign affairs, or

what he had in mind for the peace after the war"

(Leuchtenburg 1985, 6). In fact, the new president had

never been inside the White House Map Room which Roosevelt

visited every day to screen military and diplomatic

communications. Isaacson and Thomas speculate that Truman

"may have been the least prepared man in American history
to assume the Presidency" (Isaacson and Thomas 1986, 255).

An even less charitable observation came from Walter

Lippmann who observed that President Truman was unfit for

the office he held and referred to him as a public

embarrassment (Steel 1980, 454).

Truman's first venture into the realm of presidential

foreign affairs occurred the day after his inauguration

when he received his first briefing from Secretary of State

Stettinius (Truman 1955, 23). A second briefing took place

later in the afternoon on the same day from both Stettinius

and Charles Bohlen, the State Department's Soviet expert

(Campbell and Herring 1975, 317-319). Arthur Krock

observes that the demands of other presidential concerns
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postponed an "intensive briefing of current and future

relations between the United States and the Soviet Union"

until Truman received Clifford's lengthy memorandum of

September 24, 1946 (Krock 1968, 223-224).

In a confidential letter of April 18, 1945, Stettinius

alerted the president to the possibility that certain

Zionist leaders would seek his commitment for unrestricted

Jewish immigration to Palestine and the establishment of a

Jewish state in that country. Stettinius also revealed to

Truman that

There is continual tenseness in the situation
in the Near East, largely as a result of the
Palestine question, and as we have interests in
that area which are vital to the United States,
we feel that this whole subject is one that
should be handled with the greatest care and
with a view to the long-range interests of this
country (Truman 1955, 133).

While Secretary Stettinius was in San Francisco

leading the United States delegation at the United Nations

conference which convened on April 25, Acting Secretary of

State Joseph Grew sent a lengthy memorandum to the new

president reminding him of Roosevelt's Palestine policy.

In that May 1 memorandum Grew told the president that

although Roosevelt had, on occasion, expressed sympathy

with Zionist aims he had also given assurances to the Arabs

several times that the United States government would make

"no decision altering the basic situation in Palestine

without full consultation with both Arabs and Jews." The
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memorandum continued by noting that Roosevelt also insisted

that "he [Roosevelt] would make no move hostile to the Arab

people and would not assist the Jews as against the Arabs."

A week before his death, Roosevelt had written a letter to

Ibn Saud repeating those assurances given when the two men

met on February 14, 1945. Grew closed his memorandum by

informing the president that Roosevelt told an unidentified

State Department officer on March 3 that in his opinion "a

Jewish state in Palestine could be established and

maintained only by military force" (John and Hadawi 1970,

4-5). On June 16, in another memorandum, Grew again

cautioned Truman that certain Zionist leaders would want to

meet with him prior to his departure to the Big Three

meeting at Potsdam which was scheduled to begin in thirty

days. Grew advised the president to take with thanks any

materials which his Zionist visitors might offer and assure

them that their views would be carefully considered. The

president should tell his visitors, the memorandum

continued, that the issue of a resolution to the Palestine

question would eventually be addressed by the United

Nations (Lilienthal 1982, 47).

Early in his administration, notwithstanding his

admitted lack of preparation for the office of the

presidency, Truman began to reveal his intentions to be his

own man and move beyond the shadow of his predecessor.
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Only four days into the presidency, rumors which

subsequently proved to be true, began to circulate that he

planned to replace Secretary of State Stettinius. Truman's

Memoirs lend credence to these rumors in which he wrote

that he was primarily concerned about the problem of

succession to the presidency in the event of his own death

since there was no vice president. The next in line for

the presidency was the secretary of state. Truman

preferred James F. Brynes in that position because he

believed that Byrnes was more experienced and better

qualified to be president than Secretary Stettinius (Truman

1955, 22). (The succession to the presidency law was

changed and subsequently amended beginning with legislation

passed on July 18, 1947.) The decision to replace

Stettinius with Byrnes is significant because it is one of

the first demonstrations of Truman's attempt to structure

and therefore exert control over his own executive

bureaucracy.

On April 20, Truman met with Rabbi Stephen S. Wise,

co-chairman of the American Zionist Emergency Council.

This meeting, which took place after the president was

briefed by Clifford and Niles, led the president to

disregard the warnings of Stettinius and Grew (Sacher 1983,

197). Rabbi Wise talked to the president about the "Jewish

victims of Nazi persecution" and the serious problems
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associated with the resettlement of Jewish refugees which,

the president wrote in his Memoirs, "led naturally to a

discussion of a proposed Jewish state and homeland in

Palestine" (Truman 1955, 68). Truman told Wise that he

subscribed to the Roosevelt policy on Palestine, although

he made no specific reference to any particular aspect of

it, and that it was his intention to do all that was

possible to see that it was carried out. The president

continued by telling his visitor that he had read the

complete record of the views and attitudes held by the

"striped-pants boys" in the State Department and it seemed

to reveal, the president added, that "they didn't care

enough about what happened to the thousands of displaced

persons who were involved" (Truman 1955, 68).

Much of the administration's Palestine policy

activities for 1946, as discussed in Chapter III , centered

around the Report of the Anglo-American Committee, the

president's insistence that the British admit 100,000

displaced European Jews to Palestine, and the unsuccessful

attempt by the British and American governments to reach an

agreement to implement the Anglo-American Committee's

recommendations through the Morrison-Grady Plan. The major

domestic political developments of 1946 closed with the

president's controversial Yom Kippur statement in October,

and the heavy losses suffered by the Democratic party in
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the November elections.

In the twelve months between November 1946 and

November 1947, events began to accelerate which led to and

impacted the strategic decision of May 1948. On January

21, 1947 George Marshall assumed the duties of secretary of

state. The next month Foreign Minister Bevin announced to

the British Parliament that the Palestine problem would be

referred to the United Nations. On January 25, he told the

House of Commons that the failure of his Palestine policy

was Truman's fault since the president continued to treat

the Palestine problem as a domestic political issue (Truman

1956, 153-154).

In a March address to a joint session of Congress,

President Truman inaugurated a new policy for the

containment of Soviet expansionism when he articulated the

Truman Doctrine. The president said, "I believe that it

must be the policy of the United States to support free

peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed

minorities or by outside pressures" (Donovan 1977, 284).

The Role of the United Nations

On April 2, United Nations Secretary-General Trygve

Lie received the formal request from the British government

for a special session of the General Assembly which was

subsequently convened on the 28th of that month for the

purpose of making recommendations to be considered at the
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regular General Assembly session which was to convene the

following November. On the 13th of May, the members of the

United Nations Special Commission on Palestine (UNSCOP)

were announced. The function of this committee of putative

neutral nations was to study the Palestine question and

report its findings back to the United Nations (Pogue 1987,

341). The UNSCOP report was subsequently submitted to the

United Nations on September 3, 1947.

In its report, UNSCOP submitted two plans to the

General Assembly. One represented the recommendations of a

majority of the committee while the other was from the

minority. The majority plan recommended an end to the

British Mandate and the partition of Palestine into two

states, one Arab and the other Jewish. The city of

Jerusalem and its environs, including Bethlehem, would be

designated a corpus separatum under a special international

regime administered by the United Nations. The minority

plan which also called for an end to the Mandate

recommended the establishment of a federal state consisting

of Arab and Jewish states with Jerusalem as its capital

(Cattan 1973, 37). The distribution of lands which was

subsequently adopted allocated 56 percent of Mandate

Palestine to the Jews who comprised 31 percent of the

population including illegal immigrants, and 43 percent for

the Christian and Moslem Palestinians who constituted 69
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percent of the population. The United Nations zone

comprised a little less than 1 percent of the land (Hadawi

1979, 44). On October 9, 1947, the president recorded that

"I instructed the State Department to support the partition

plan" (Truman 1956, 155).

Among the several issues debated in the General

Assembly on the UNSCOP proposals was the question of the

allocation of territory. On September 30, the State

Department circulated a position paper recommending that

the Negev, largely a desert area which comprised nearly

half the lands of Palestine, be included in the Arab state.

As the United Nations debate proceeded, the United States

delegation continued to support this position which also

addressed British core values. Avi Shlaim writes that "All

British territorial solutions for the Palestine problem

from the Peel Plan of 1937 onward had one feature in

common: exclusion of the Jews from the Negev" (Shlaim 1987,

69). Exclusion of the Negev from the territory allocated to

the Jewish state, however, was not consistent with the

plans of the Jewish Agency. In response to a request by

Eliahu Epstein, David Niles arranged a private presidential

interview for Weizmann who had agreed to travel to

Washington at the behest of the Zionist leadership and

plead the case for including the Negev in the proposed

Jewish state (Kurzman 1970, 12).
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On the morning of November 19,1947, the president

received Weizmann "with the utmost cordiality" (Weizmann

1949, 458). The Zionist leader discussed the Negev in

general terms and told the president what the Jews expected

to accomplish through the desalting of its brackish water

and massive irrigation projects. Weizmann then proceeded

to elaborate on the logistical necessities for commerce

which the Jewish state would need by pointing to the Gulf

of Aqaba which was accessible at the southern tip of the

Negev. In his autobiography, Weizmann continues his

account of this meeting by noting that the president

"promised me that he would communicate at once with the

American delegation at Lake Success" where the United

Nations was in session (Weizmann 1949, 458-459). Neither

Weizmann's nor Truman's account of this meeting includes

any mention of the Negev's population which was estimated

at the time to consist of 92,000 Arabs and "possibly" 1,000

Jews (Khalidi 1987, 703n).

The same afternoon, Herschel Johnson, who had been

acting head of the United States delegation at the United

Nations since May, 1946, and John Hilldring were preparing

to tell Moshe Shertok of the Jewish Agency that the United

States delegation would vote to allocate the Negev to the

proposed Arab state when the president intervened. Truman

telephoned delegates Johnson and Hilldring and stated that
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he had considered the Jewish Agency request to assign the

Negev to the Jewish state a reasonable one and was

therefore instructing the United States delegation to vote

accordingly (Weizmann 1949, 459).

After a one day recess on November 27 for the

Thanksgiving Day holiday, the General Assembly resumed the

debate on the pending partition resolution. Late the next

day, November 29, 1947, with strong political pressure from

Zionist supporters and elements within the Truman

administration, the United Nations General Assembly adopted

resolution 181 recommending the partition of Palestine into

independent Jewish and Arab states.

As expected, the use of pressure tactics against the

General Assembly members was denied by the principal

Zionist protagonists (Weizmann 1949; Truman 1956). The use

of pressure, however, and the president's part in it cannot

be denied (Roosevelt 1948; Welles 1948; Millis 1951; Cattan

1973). One of the accounts of the president's intervention

comes from David Horowitz, a Jewish Agency observer at the

United Nations who described United States influence on the

voting of November 29. Horowitz observed that:

America's line of action had swung a new
direction. As a result of instructions from
the President, the State Department now
embarked on a helpful course of great
importance to our interests.

The improved atmosphere swayed a number of
wavering countries. The United States exerted
the weight of its influence almost at the last
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hour, and the way the final vote turned out
must be ascribed to this fact. Its interven-
tion sidetracked the manipulation of the fringe
vote against us (Tschirgi 1983, 238).

On December 9, 1947, the Security Council received the

November 29 General Assembly resolution for ratification.

Earlier that week the British had announced that the League

of Nations Mandate, which it had held since 1920, would be

terminated on May 15, 1948 and all British forces would be

evacuated from Palestine by that date.

No sooner had the United Nations partition resolution

been adopted than the United States was confronted with the

ramifications of its implementation. Events in Palestine

pointed to an emerging reality that would prove to make the

partition scheme unworkable without the intervention of

military force. As the new year of 1948 began to evolve it

brought into focus the immediate consequence of American

foreign policy as it related to the Middle East embroglio.

The political situation in Palestine would continue to

rapidly deteriorate and collapse into war between the Arabs

and the Zionists or, the United States would have to

intervene militarily to impose partition and enforce it.

Although direct American military intervention in the

Palestine War was publicly declared to be "out of the

question" (Bullock 1983, 559), Truman claimed in an April

1948 debate over presidential prerogative that he had the

power "to send American soldiers to Palestine without
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congressional consent as part of a United Nations force"

(Schlesinger 1973, 131). The feasibility of intervention

by American military forces in Palestine continued to be

out of the question according to the president and his

critics (Bullock 1983, 559). The scope of manpower and

materiel commitment required to facilitate effective

military intervention in Palestine was nonetheless

addressed in an April 4, 1948 memorandum to the president

from Forrestal. The secretary of defense stated that the

maintenance of law and order under a temporary trusteeship

would require in excess of 100,000 American military

personnel (Forrestal 1948). Yet, a peace-keeping role for

American troops was still being considered as a viable

option by the State Department as late as October, 1948

(Millis 1951, 507). As the consequences of the unworkable

partition scheme began to unfold and became more discern-

ible to members of the Truman administration, arrangements

were put in motion to either "reverse, modify, or defer the

policy to which the President had committed" the United

States (Bullock 1983, 559).

Palestine Policy Reconsidered

On January 19, 1948, Kennan's Policy Planning Staff

circulated a position paper calling for a new look at the

situation in the Middle East. The State Department view

was discussed with the president when George Wadsworth, a
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political adviser to the American delegation at the United

Nations during the partition debate, and a former consul

general in Jerusalem a decade earlier, met with Truman on

February 4. In that meeting, Wadsworth told the president

that there would be no solution to the Palestine problem

until the United Nations recommendation for partition was

changed. The president responded by telling Wadsworth that

he saw eye-to-eye with the State Department on the

Palestine problem and that "he felt he could go along with

what the State Department might recommend" (Donovan 1977,

370-372).

A "Top Secret" memorandum dated February 11 prepared

by George Butler of Kennan's Policy Planning Staff listed

three possible alternatives which could be pursued by the

United States regarding the Palestine problem. The first

option was to continue supporting the partition resolution

with all possible means including a United Nations military

force. The second one, the exact opposite of the first,

was to assume a neutral role and avoid taking any further

steps to help implement partition. Butler's third

alternative was to revise United States policy and instead

of supporting partition call for a special session of the

General Assembly to search for another solution (FRUS 1948,

622). The following day at a meeting of the National

Security Council, Secretary Marshall made reference to the
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Butler proposals but pointed out that they were only

alternatives and did not at that time have his approval

(Millis 1951, 371-372).

For the same meeting, Robert M. McClintock, one of

Dean Rusk's special assistants, composed a suggested course

of action for the administration to pursue. His

recommendations read as follows:

1. At this juncture it would be a drastic step
to admit that our advocacy on Palestine for
years past and our recent championing of
partition, was a mistake.

Need for New Situation

2. Therefore, any change in policy should be
based on a new situation; clear evidence that
refusal of Arab population, or of Arab Govts,
or U.K., to cooperate makes plan unworkable.
Or, failure of UN members to join in carrying
out resolution. For example, SC may not have 7
votes in favor. Basically, we must be
convinced that state of affairs in Palestine
creates a new situation which forces us for a
review of the position.

No Change in Present Policy

3. Meanwhile U. S. Palestine policy as set
forth in terms of GA resolution. We should try
to carry out terms as well as possible (FRUS
1948, 627-628).

McClintock's list of options gives a clear indication

of the shambles into which United States foreign policy on

Palestine had fallen. His first option was that the United

States should avoid admitting that its policy of pushing

for the partition of Palestine was a mistake. He continues

by arguing that the United States should not change its
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erroneous policy until a new situation arises and then only

change that policy at the instigation of some political

influence other than the United States. Until a

reactionary policy can be utilized, McClintock's options

explicitly state, the United States should continue to

support the General Assembly resolution calling for

partition.

On the twenty-first of February a long message was

sent to President Truman who was on vacation cruising in

the Virgin Islands aboard the presidential yacht,

Williamsburg. The first subject of the message concerned a

speech planned by Ambassador Austin for delivery before the

Security Council on the twenty-fourth. The statement

articulated, inter alia, the United State's interpretation

of the Security Council's legal powers. The statement,

subsequently delivered by Ambassador Austin stated that the

Security Council is

not authorized by the Charter, however, to
employ enforcement measures to give effect to
recommendations either of the General Assembly
or of the Security Council itself. This
applies to the General Assembly's resolution on
Palestine. The Council's enforcement action,
in other words, would be directed to keeping
the peace and not to enforcing partition (FRUS
1948, 639).

The second part of the message to the president stated

that since the Arab and British positions on partition were

immutable and if the Security Council was unable to propose
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a viable alternative to the partition plan, then there was

no other option but to refer the matter back to the General

Assembly in a special session. The February 21 message

continued:

The Department of State considers that it would
then be clear that Palestine is not yet ready
for self-government and that some form of
United Nations trusteeship for an additional
period of time will be necessary (Donovan 1977,
372).

The day after receiving the State Department message,

the president cabled his reply to Secretary Marshall and

told him that he approved the statement "in principle" on

the condition that "nothing should be presented to the

Security Council that could be interpreted as a recession

on our part from the [pro-partition] position we took in

the General Assembly" on November 29. The State Department

responded by sending a copy of Ambassador Austin's proposed

speech to the president and assured Truman that the speech

did not represent a retreat from the November 29

resolution. Nevertheless, in the aftermath of Austin's

speech of February 24 the question of whether the partition

plan would really be enforced was raised. To confirm the

credibility of Austin's speech and in response to a State

Department request, the president issued a public statement

approving the speech (Donovan 1977, 372).

At the end of February, Kennan sent Secretary Marshall

a paper he had drafted which gave his assessment of the
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world situation and the problems confronting United States

policy (Kennan 1967, 377). Much of the paper was devoted

to the danger, which appeared imminent, of continuing

Soviet expansion in the Middle East and the eastern

Mediterranean. Kennan's conclusion was that the

establishment of a Jewish state in the Middle East would

increase the possibility of Communist infiltration and

advancement in the Arab countries (Kennan 1967, 380).

On March 8, 1948, the president conferred with

Secretary Marshall and Robert Lovett who had replaced Dean

Acheson as under secretary of state (Acheson had resigned

effective June 30, 1947). Lovett told the president that

on March 5 the Security Council had rejected a resolution

introduced by Ambassador Austin, calling for the

ratification of the November 29 partition resolution. In

Lovett's account of this meeting, he recalled

I said that we would have to have an alter-
native and that was the trusteeship proposal
contained in the latter part of the draft
statement. The President said we were to go
through and attempt to get approval of the
[General Assembly partition] resolution but if
we did not get it we could take the alternative
step (Donovan 1977, 373).

At noon the same day , March 8, Secretary Marshall

telegraphed Ambassador Austin at the United Nations and

told him that the president had approved the State

Department's recommendation to send the Palestine issue

back to the General Assembly and that consideration was to
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be given for a United Nations trusteeship. At the State

Department preparations were under way to announce the new

shift in United States policy (Donovan 1977, 373).

Meanwhile, on February 4, 1948, Chaim Weizmann, who

had been en route to Palestine, returned to New York from

London. He attempted to get an appointment with President

Truman but was told by Matt Connelly, the president's

appointments secretary, in a February 12 letter, that his

request for a meeting was "out of the question" (Donovan

1977, 373). In his Memoirs, the president wrote that after

the United Nations adopted the partition resolution in

November, he was approached by Zionists

in rather quarrelsome and emotional ways, to
stop the Arabs, to keep the British from
supporting the Arabs, to furnish American
soldiers, to do this, that, and the other.

As a result of the Zionist pressure and unyielding

badgering, the president decided he would not see any of

their leaders (Truman 1956, 160).

On February 24, Eddie Jacobson was awakened by a late

night telephone call from Frank Goldmann, president of

B'nai B'rith, who told Jacobson that the president was

refusing to meet with Weizmann and no one could budge him.

Goldmann asked Jacobson to charter a plane at once, and get

to Washington before the president departed for his

Caribbean vacation. The B'nai B'rith president also told

Jacobson that he wanted him to beg the president to see
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Weizmann. Due to the bad timing and also because the

president had already left Washington, Jacobson wired Matt

Connelly in an attempt to arrange an appointment for

Weizmann. In a February 27 letter from the president, not

Connelly, Truman responded to Jacobson's request and told

him that Weizmann could not tell him anything new on the

Palestine question. The president closed his letter by

telling Jacobson that "I have about come to the conclusion

that the situation is not solvable as presently set up"

(Donovan 1977, 373-374).

Once the president's vacation aboard the Williamsburg

had ended, Jacobson flew to Washington and on March 13,

without an appointment, went to the White House. Matt

Connelly arranged for him to see the president after

strongly advising the president's friend not to mention the

Palestine issue. During their visit and after listening to

Jacobson's personal and emotional appeal the president

changed his mind and agreed to see Weizmann. Truman gave

specific instructions that Weizmann was to come to the

White House and that the visit was to be "entirely off the

record." The president's additional instructions stated

that his visitor was to be brought "in through the East

Gate" and without any press coverage or public announcement

(Truman 1956, 161). In his account of the interview

Weizmann recorded that the president was personally
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sympathetic and "indicated a firm resolve to press forward

with partition" (Weizmann 1949, 472). For his part Truman

wrote in his Memoirs that he and Dr. Weizmann "had reached

a full understanding of my policy and that I knew what it

was he wanted" (Truman 1956, 161).

The next day, March 19, Ambassador Austin addressed

the Security Council. After asking that the United

Nation's ongoing efforts to implement the November

partition resolution be suspended, he proposed that the

Security Council call a special session of the General

Assembly for the purpose of reconsidering the Palestine

question. Since the chaotic conditions in Palestine

portended of war with the forthcoming departure of the

British on May 15, Ambassador Austin further proposed that

a temporary trusteeship be established under the United

Nations Trusteeship Council (Donovan 1977, 375). United

Nations Secretary General Lie recorded that Ambassador

Austin told the Security Council that the United States

would be willing to implement the trusteeship proposal if

it was adopted (Mazuzan 1977, 111).

Austin's so-called "Mandate Speech" turned out to be a

political bombshell. Although rumors had been circulating

for some time that a United States policy change was in the

making and an announcement to that effect was expected, the

timing of the address came as a complete surprise not only
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to the general public but to the president himself. The

State Department had not known of the president's "secret

meeting" with Weizmann the day before nor did Truman know

that Austin's proposal for trusteeship speech would be

presented the day after. While the pro-Zionist response

was that the president had "betrayed the Jewish people"

(Donovan 1977, 376), Time magazine referred to the incident

as "Harry Truman's comic opera performance." Some

observers stated that the fiasco was an indication that the

president had lost control over American foreign policy

(Urofsky 1977, 167). Clifford stated that the president

told him that he had "assured Chaim Weizmann that we were

for partition and would stick to it. He must think I am a

plain liar" (Clifford 1976, 36). On his calendar, the

president recounted the events leading up to the Austin

speech noting that the timing was the major source of his

problems and adding that "there are people on the third and

fourth levels of the State Dept. who have always wanted to

cut my throat" (Margaret Truman 1973, 388). Officials in

the State Department had apparently concluded that with the

forthcoming British evacuation of Palestine on May 15 there

was not sufficient time to peacefully implement the

partition plan. Therefore, based on the president's

approval of Secretary Marshall's February 21 proposals, the

time had come to initiate a redirection of American policy.
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Acting on the president's instructions, Clifford

investigated the matter and discovered that the Austin

address had been in accordance with Secretary Marshall's

instructions. The ambassador had been directed by Marshall

to make the statement on trusteeship "as soon as possible

as Austin believes appropriate." On Monday, March 22, the

president told Secretary Marshall that he had in fact

agreed to the Austin statement but if he had known when the

speech was going to be delivered he could have "taken

certain measures to have avoided the political blast of the

press." The next Thursday, the 25th, Truman read at a

press conference a statement which he hoped would defuse

the controversy. The president explained that "We could

not undertake to impose this solution on the people of

Palestine by the use of American troops, both on [United

Nations] Charter grounds and as a matter of national

policy." He went on to explain that trusteeship was not

being proposed as a substitute for partition but merely a

temporary step to fill the anticipated power vacuum

(Donovan 1977, 377).

The Security Council adopted Resolution 44 on April 1,

1948 requesting a "special session of the General Assembly

to consider further the question of the future government

of Palestine" (Tomeh 1975, 125). The State Department had

meanwhile developed a draft of the proposed Trusteeship
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Agreement (FRUS 1948, 778-796). In Tel Aviv on April 12,

the General Zionist Council, "the highest agency of world

Zionism" (Schmidt April 13, 1948, 1), declared that when

the Mandate ended on May 15 Palestine should no longer be

under foreign rule and that "the governing body of the

Jewish state shall come into being" (FRUS 1948, 842-843).

At the special session of the General Assembly

convened on April 16, the United States continued to argue

for trusteeship. The response to the proposal was varied

but generally non-supportive. The Zionists viewed the

trusteeship proposal as an obstacle to declaring the Jewish

state upon the termination of the Mandate. The Arabs

viewed it as a subterfuge for partition, and the General

Assembly failed to give its support since trusteeship

seemed unenforceable. Yet, on May 12, another attempt at

trusteeship was introduced in the General Assembly when a

joint United States-French resolution was proposed. The

joint resolution called for a temporary trusteeship regime

for Jerusalem until 1950 (Browne 1948, 17).

Meanwhile, on May 4, Philip Jessup, a member of the

United States delegation at the United Nations, notified

Dean Rusk that the Soviet Union might recognize the

forthcoming new Jewish state. Jessup, a leading authority

on international law, pointed out that such a move could be

used by the Soviets as a legitimate reason to invoke
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Article 51 of the United Nations Charter and lend

assistance to the new Jewish state in an effort to help

"fend off aggression." Since the White House was

apprehensive over the possibility that the Soviets might

gain a foothold in the Middle East, the issue of

recognition became even more decisive than it already was.

Donovan points out that these events were taking place

within the broader picture of the Soviet's first blockade

of Berlin and the fact that "Washington was nervous about

the possibility of war in Europe." The same day of the

Jessup telegram to Rusk, Clark Clifford listed the reasons

for extending recognition to the new state. He noted that

recognition would be consistent with United States policy,

that the establishment of the Jewish state was inevitable,

and that in view of the Russian situation "we would do

better to indicate recognition." He further noted that

since the United States was certain to eventually extend

recognition, then "why not now" (Donovan 1977, 380).

Pressure from pro-Zionist quarters continued to mount

on the White House. Still smarting from the losses

suffered at the polls eighteen months earlier, Democratic

leaders pushed for early recognition of the new state in an

appeal for the Jewish vote and hopefully avert a potential

disaster in the forthcoming November presidential election

which was barely six months away. Simultaneously, the
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State Department continued to push for trusteeship in its

effort to protect American interests in the Middle East and

to avoid the political and military destabilization of

Palestine and possibly the entire region which was certain

to happen, they predicted, after the British withdrawal

from Palestine on May 15. Against the background of

competing consensuses, the substantive regimes of the

realist-planners and the White House advisers came clearly

into focus. The intensity of their convictions and the

competition for Truman's endorsement of their respective

positions were unmistakable in a May 12 strategy conference

called by the president. Attending the meeting from the

State Department was Secretary Marshall, Under Secretary

Lovett, plus Foreign Service Officers Robert McClintock and

Fraser Wilkins. The president was accompanied by his staff

members Clark Clifford, David Niles, and Matt Connelly

(Lilienthal 1982, 81).

The Struggle for Presidential Endorsement

The consensus of the realist-planners was expressed by

Marshall and Lovett while the consensus of the White House

advisers was represented by Clark Clifford. In a

"Memorandum of Conversation" signed by Secretary Marshall,

he recorded that he began the meeting by discussing his

conversation with Jewish Agency representative Moshe

Shertok which had taken place a few days earlier. He was
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followed by Lovett who gave the State Department's summary

of a pending covenant between the Jewish Agency and King

Abdallah of Jordan for the division of Arab Palestine and

the Jewish Agency's sudden lack of interest in pursuing a

truce with the representatives of the Christian and Moslem

Palestinians. The president then called on Clifford, whom

he had instructed prior to the meeting to present the

merits of the case in support of recognition. In

preparation for this meeting, the special counsel had been

assisted by Max Lowenthal, Bartley Crum, Eliahu Epstein,

and several other unofficial advisers who armed him with

information which he could use in arguing the case to

extend recognition (Ganin 1979, 183). According to the

Marshall Memorandum, Clifford said that it was too late to

work for a truce in Palestine since partition had taken

place "'without the use of outside force.'" The special

counsel's second point was to strongly urge the president

to extend recognition to the Jewish state immediately

following the expiration of the Mandate on May 15, and

lastly, for the president to announce his intention to

recognize the new Jewish state at a press conference the

following day (FRUS 1948, 973-974). Lovett followed

Clifford and disputed his assessments by pointing out that

the United Nations was still in the process of pursuing

pending resolutions of April 1 (calling for a truce between
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Arab and Jewish communities), April 17 (calling for a

cessation of military activities in Palestine), and April

23 (establishing a Truce Commission for Palestine). He

told the group that the United States could not prevail

upon the Security Council to drop a pending issue

especially in view of the fact that the United States was a

member of the Truce Commission and as such was heavily

involved in the United Nations efforts to get a truce in

place. Lovett continued by stating that it would be

"injurious" to the United Nations for the United States to

prematurely announce recognition of the Jewish state before

the state had been declared and while the General Assembly

was still considering the future government of Palestine in

a special session convened at the request of the United

States. A move of this sort, argued Lovett, would also be

injurious "to the prestige of the president" since it would

be "a very transparent attempt to win the Jewish vote."

The under secretary summarized the State Department's

position by stating that premature recognition could result

in the United States buying "a pig in a poke" since there

was still the question of what kind of state would be set

up. Reading from an intelligence file, Lovett told his

audience of Soviet activities which included "sending Jews

and Communist agents from Black Sea areas to Palestine."

Lovett's final remark was that he failed to see the urgency
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in the United States rushing to recognize the new Jewish

state prior to a possible Soviet recognition (FRUS 1948,

975).

Secretary Marshall added that he, like Lovett,

believed Clifford's suggestions were wrong. He said that

the special counsel's proposals would have an effect

precisely opposite that which was intended. In fact, the

secretary stated, the transparent dodge to gain a few votes

would seriously diminish the "great dignity of the office

of the president." Clifford's position, Marshall said, was

"based on domestic political considerations" while the

problem they were confronting was international. The

secretary of state had already expressed his opinion

earlier in the meeting on the manner in which the

recognition question was being viewed by the White House

advisers. He told the president that the recognition of

the new Jewish state "is not a matter to be determined on

the basis of politics. Unless politics were involved, Mr.

Clifford would not even be at this conference. This is a

very serious matter of foreign policy determination"

(Anderson 1969, 118-119). The move would not be a

political gain for the president in the November election,

Marshall further argued, but instead it would cost the

president votes. Marshall added that "if the President

were to follow Mr. Clifford's advice and if in the
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elections I were to vote, I would vote against the

President" (FRUS 1948, 975). Throughout the meeting the

president remained neutral (Lilienthal 1982, 83).

According to Clifford, Truman concluded the session by

declaring that he "was inclined to side with Secretary

Marshall and we would sleep on it." After all the others

had departed, the president told Clifford "that following a

short cooling period we would get into it again" (Clifford

1976, 41).

The next day, May 13, Legal Adviser Ernest A. Gross of

the State Department, acting at Lovett's request, sent

Clifford a memorandum entitled "Recognition of Successor

States in Palestine." The memorandum stated that the

premature recognition of a new state "is wrongful in

international law because it constitutes an unwarranted

interference in the affairs of the previous existing state"

(FRUS 1948, 960). The memorandum continued by noting that

extending de facto recognition to a new state immediately

after it came into existence did not "meet the deciding

criteria" of the State Department (FRUS 1948, 964-965).

Also on May 13, 1948, Chaim Weizmann wrote the

president asking him to "promptly recognize the Provisional

Government of the new Jewish State" (Weizmann 1949, 477).

At the United Nations, the General Assembly continued its

efforts to bring about a truce without having either
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revoked or affirmed the partition resolution of November

29. In the meantime, following the suggestions of the

State Department memorandum for the president of May 11,

the United States delegation introduced resolution 186

calling for the appointment of a United Nations mediator

for Palestine, among other things, "to co-operate with the

Truce Commission for Palestine which had been appointed by

the Security Council in its resolution of 23 April 1948"

(Tomeh 1975, 14-15). The April 23 resolution made

reference to Security Council resolution 46 which included

the call upon all persons to "Refrain, pending further

consideration of the future government of Palestine by the

General Assembly, from any political activity which might

prejudice the rights, claims, or positions of either

community" (Tomeh 1975, 125-126).

In the late afternoon of May 14, Dean Rusk telephoned

Ambassador Austin at the United Nations and told him of the

impending United States recognition of the future Jewish

state. Austin was appalled at Rusk's message. Without

notifying his colleagues Philip Jessup and Francis B.

Sayre, who were participating in the debate calling for a

temporary trusteeship regime for Jerusalem, Austin left the

United Nations and went home. A little after six o'clock

the rumor that the United States had extended recognition

to the new State of Israel began to circulate through the
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General Assembly chamber. When Jessup and Sayre heard the

rumor they laughed. The president could not have extended

recognition they reasoned, because the United States

delegation had not been told beforehand (Donovan 1977,

384). When it was confirmed that recognition had, in fact,

occurred, pandemonium broke out in the General Assembly.

George Barrett of the New York Times reported that there

was

considerable resentment among many of the
delegations over the way the United States had
pushed so vigorously for a trusteeship
agreement in the United Nations debates while
apparently intending all the time to approve
partition by recognizing the new state of
Israel (Barrett 1948, 3).

The humiliation and anger of the American delegation

over the seemingly duplicitous White House behavior and

tactics prompted Secretary Marshall to telephone Dean Rusk

and instruct him to go immediately to New York and "prevent

the U.S. delegation from resigning en masse" (Donovan

1977, 385).

Politics and Dynamics in Decision-Making

The threat of the en masse resignation of the United

States delegation signified the culmination of the

thirty-seven month ordeal over Palestine which began with

Truman's inauguration in April 1945 and continued until his

extension of de facto recognition to the new State of

Israel in May 1948. Nonetheless, this act of recognition
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was not without its criticisms. A number of the criticisms

of Truman's Palestine policies viewed the 1948 strategic

decision as a threat to United States national interests.

In 1948 the term national security interests as it related

to United States Middle East policy was synonymous with

petroleum reserves. This subject was discussed at length

in Chapter III. Earlier in this present chapter it was

revealed that the president had articulated his

disagreement with the State Department advisers on the

question of petroleum policy when he observed at the time

of his April 20, 1945 meeting with Rabbi Wise that the

"striped-pants boys" in the State Department seemed to not

"care enough about what happened to the thousands of

displaced persons" (Truman 1955, 69). Those "thousands of

displaced persons" the president was talking about referred

to Jews located in the DP centers in Europe. Although they

remained nationals of their respective European countries,

those Jews were reportedly demanding permission to

immigrate to Palestine since they did not want to be

repatriated to their countries of origin. Truman's

humanitarian concern for displaced European Jews clearly

had an influence on his view of the Palestine problem and

an impact on United States petroleum policy as it was

visualized by the realist-planners. An additional factor

which may have also mollified the national interests
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argument in the president's eyes was Clark Clifford's

observation that the Arab states had no other significant

income except the dollars they received from the sale of

their oil. Clifford concluded that "their need of the

United States is greater than our need of them" (Divine

1974, 184). This would have been a sound observation at

that time. Implicit in Clifford's reasoning is the premise

that the Third World oil producing Arab states would be

unwilling to jeopardize their only major source of income

in an attempt to coerce the United States, an economic and

military superpower, into a major political policy change

in an effort to redress the grievances of an

extraterritorial, non-con- stituent population, i.e., the

Christian and Moslem Palestinians.

An additional factor in minimizing the potential

communist threat to United States national interests in the

Middle East is possibly the influence of religion.

Approximately 90 percent of the Arabic speaking peoples are

Moslems and as such they view atheism, hence communism,

with abhorrence. As much as they might have disliked the

United States support for the establishment of a theocratic

Jewish state in Palestine it would not have been plausible

for any major Arab leader to embrace an alliance with the

Soviet Union or any other communist power in the immediate

post-World War II period. While surveying the relevant
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literature for this thesis, the writer was unable to

discover any sources which investigated the religious-

political implications of Arab strategic options in 1948.

Another subgroup of criticism relates to Truman's

domestic political interests and his personal motives.

This includes those writers who accuse the president and

his advisors, specifically Clifford, of allowing political

considerations to dictate foreign policy. The influence of

both personal and political interests on Truman's

decision-making was addressed in a 1977 letter from Dean

Rusk, who in 1948 was in charge of the State Department's

Office for United Nations Affairs, to Alfred Lilienthal.

In that letter, the former secretary of state acknowledged

the political and pro-Zionist slant inherent in Truman's

Palestine policy.

Mr. Truman was strongly impelled toward a
homeland for the Jews . . . and this view was
politically reinforced by a large, active and
dedicated group in this country who were
working very hard on behalf of a Jewish State
in Palestine. It would be naive to think that
these domestic considerations played no part in
Mr. Truman's own thinking and decisions
(Lilienthal 1982, 95-96).

It can also be argued that the "domestic political

considerations" referred to by Rusk was nothing more or

less than the president's response to constituent pressure.

Demands on politicians originating with organized special

interest groups is not unique to the Palestine case but is
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rather an endemic characteristic of the American political

process.

Also among the critics are those writers who argue

that the president supported the establishment of a Jewish

state and subsequently extended recognition to it because

of his Zionist convictions. Notwithstanding the tenets of

cultural Zionism, Zionist ideology for the scope of this

thesis may be dichotomized into two facets, traditional

(religious) and nontraditional (political). The ultimate

objective of both convictions is to restore the Jews to

Palestine. Nontraditional, or political, Zionism is rooted

in the nineteenth century notion that for European Jews to

escape never-ending anti-Semitism, they must be segregated

in a state of their own (Jewish Encyclopedia 1907, 666).

Theodor Herzl, its founder, believed that anti-Semitism was

"a result of the emancipation of the Jews" (Herzl 1972,

25). On the other hand, proponents of traditional, or

religious, Zionism believe that the Jews must be restored

to Palestine in order to usher in the Messianic age. The

appeal of these two facets of Zionism is found among both

Jews and non-Jews.

The fact that President Truman was a supporter of

political Zionist aims is no surprise to those familiar

with his public statements and positions dating from his

days in the United States Senate. The week after Great
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Britain issued its 1939 White Paper limiting Jewish

immigration to Palestine, Truman was one of several

senators who condemned the British by declaring that they

had made "a scrap of paper of Lord Balfour's promise to the

Jews," a reference to the 1917 Balfour Declaration (Truman

1939). Later, he had been one of the sponsors of the

"Committee for a Jewish army" and was committed to

supporting a Senate resolution favoring the establishment

of the Jewish homeland (John and Hadawi 1970, 4). In May

1944, he publicly declared that he would lend aid to the

Zionist cause when the right time came (Donovan 1977, 312).

On June 26, 1946, while the recommendations of the

Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry and its call for the

admission of 100,000 displaced European Jews to Palestine

were being debated, Truman met with Rabbi Arthur J.

Lelyveld, the director of the Committee on Unity for

Palestine, an arm of the Zionist Organization of America

(ZOA), and the president's friend and former business

partner, Eddie Jacobson. The president told his visitors

"he knew all there was to be known about" the Palestine

situation and that "when we have secured the 100,000

[certificates for Jewish immigrants] we will begin thinking

about the next 100,000" (Ganin 1979, 74).

During the years 1945-1948 which were critical to the

Zionists, the president intervened to promote the agenda of
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the Zionist movement toward its objective of establishing a

Jewish state. Almost immediately upon assuming office, he

began to pressure the British to abandon the restrictive

immigration policies of their 1939 White Paper and allow

more displaced European Jews into Palestine. In August

1946, less than a week after the Jewish Agency adopted a

resolution to pursue a policy of partition, Truman

"accepted the plan without reservation" (Goldmann 1969,

235). Following the president's instructions in 1947, the

United States delegation lent its support to the partition

policy at the United Nations. The United States

co-sponsored resolution 181 recommending the partition of

Palestine was supported "untiringly" through it delegates,

especially John Hilldring and Herschel Johnson, who sought

to guarantee its adoption (New York Times April 13, 1948).

In his Memoirs, the former president, in a straightforward

and candid manner, made no attempt to disguise his Zionist

sympathies (Truman 1956, 133, 135, 157).

Alonzo L. Hamby points out that Truman assumed that

America's national mission was divine in origin and

purpose. This attitude was the sum of Truman's Midwestern

egalitarian background plus a "wide-ranging and rather

naive idealism loosely derived from Protestant millen-

nialism and Victorian optimism" (Hamby 1985, 71-72).

Regina Sharif has done extensive research on Truman's
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orientation toward both political and religious Zionism and

the influence of his Protestant background. She discusses

at length the many motives that have been advanced for

Truman's Zionist persuasion ranging from one historian who

portrayed the president as "an indecisive opportunist

oscillating under Zionist pressure and allowed the Jewish

vote to dictate his Palestine policy" to contemporaries of

the president who would "also point to motives of political

advantage and expediency." Other historians maintain that

the president's policies were motivated by his humanitarian

concerns for the suffering and persecuted Jews. Although

these factors might be relevant and might not be subject to

dispute, Sharif asserts that an important point has been

omitted. The president participated in and gave his

personal support to the goals of the non-Jewish Zionist

tradition. Shortly after his inauguration he made the

following statement to the press:

The American view of Palestine is, we want to
let as many of the Jews into Palestine as it is
possible to let into that country. Then the
matter will have to be worked out diploma-
tically with the British and the Arabs, so that
if a state can be set up there they may be able
to set it up on a peaceful basis (Sharif 1983,
101).

Sharif proposes that the extent of Truman's Zionist

sympathies are not adequately examined. She argues that

the president's personal beliefs in the aspirations of the

Zionist movement led him to depart from the Roosevelt
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established precedent of keeping the "general Jewish

refugee question" separate from the Palestine situation.

In what Sharif describes as "the Zionist fashion," Truman

fused the Jewish refugee question with the Palestine

situation. The immigration of Jews to Palestine was the

means to developing a Jewish majority there and the

subsequent establishment of a Jewish state. Truman's

concern for the setting up of a Jewish state on "a peaceful

basis" did not mean its founding would occur with the

cooperation of the Palestinians and their fellow Arabs but

that no American troops would have to be committed to the

Middle East to fulfill the Zionist dream. Truman's basic

concern was to see a Jewish presence in Palestine which

would have the necessary resources and power to implant

itself there (Sharif 1983, 102).

The president adopted for himself the same two

objectives which the Zionist movement had set for itself

just prior to World War II: "the attainment of a Jewish

majority under the British Mandate in Palestine and the

eventual establishment of an independent Jewish state."

The demand the president made to the British government in

1945 for the immediate admission into Palestine of 100,000

displaced Jews may be viewed "as a component part of the

Zionist agenda" (Sharif 1983, 102).

Turning to the influence of traditional or religious
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Zionism on the president, Sharif notes that Truman had

displayed a "sympathetic understanding of Zionism" long

before he became president. Pointing to his background and

orientation as a Southern Baptist, with its emphasis on the

restoration of the Jews to Palestine, Sharif concludes that

this eschatological view was reflected in Truman's conduct

of United States foreign policy toward Palestine (Sharif

1983, 106). The attitude demonstrated by his conduct

according to the Sharif analysis need not be confused with

overt religious zeal especially in view of Hamby's

observation that Truman was "not a devout man" (Hamby 1985,

71-72).

In addition to the effect of religious influences on

the president's motivations toward the formulation of

Palestine policy there is the matter of examining the

information and advice he received. The information and

advice to which the president was exposed and the

management of the communications reaching his desk were all

vital factors in the decision-making process that cannot be

overlooked. Operational within the regime of the White

House advisers was a system of information checks and

balances which was put in place and utilized to protect the

substantive positions of the presidential bureaucracy.

Information originating from the realist-planners and

directed to the president was read and assessed by Clifford
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or Niles and, when they thought it appropriate, they would

counter or mollify that information with their own comments

and perspectives before passing it on to the president. If

necessary, the advice of unofficial consultants would also

be sought. The control over the sources of information and

the process of information management had begun early in

the Truman administration. This control was utilized by

the White House advisers as an auditing technique to

counter the information and perspectives formulated by the

realist-planners.

At the beginning of this chapter it was related that

in the first weeks of his administration, Truman received

memoranda from Acting Secretary of State Grew giving an

overview of the existing policy on the Palestine issue.

Grew's perspective was based on precedent founded in the

policies of the Roosevelt administration. In accordance

with the policies of Roosevelt and Secretary of State

Stettinius, the staff of the Office of Near Eastern and

African Affairs had established and followed a neutral

position on the question of Palestine, neither pro-Arab nor

pro-Zionist (Acheson 1969, 170). In a May 1 memorandum,

Grew reviewed certain aspects of the Roosevelt policy and

informed the president that a week before Roosevelt's death

the late president had written a letter to Ibn Saud

repeating his assurances of February 14, 1945. Sam
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Rosenman, still in his role as special counsel to the

president, countered the information contained in Grew's

memorandum when he told Truman that Roosevelt was not the

author of the April 5 letter to Ibn Saud. The special

counsel went on to explain that the letter in question had

in fact been drafted by the State Department's Office of

Near Eastern and African Affairs, headed by Loy Henderson,

who subsequently emerged as "the leading opponent to

Truman's policy on Palestine" (Sachar 1983, 203). Rosenman

continued by stating that the letter did not represent the

late president's "most concentrated thinking." These

revelations surrounding the origin of the April 5 letter

were subsequently confirmed by chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, Admiral William Leahy, who was present during

Roosevelt's meeting with Ibn Saud on February 14, 1945. Of

that meeting, in Great Bitter Lake in the Suez Canal during

the president's return trip to the United States from the

Yalta Conference, Leahy corroborated Rosenman's assertion

when he commented "I do not believe that President

Roosevelt at any time said he would not support a plan to

establish a Jewish colony in Palestine" (Clifford 1976,

26-27).

In 1946, Myron C. Taylor, the president's personal

envoy to the Vatican, wrote a letter in which he listed all

the problems that were likely to occur if the president
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maintained his pro-Zionist stance. In his arguments

against the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine,

Taylor told the president that "to create a purely racial

state is contrary to American traditions and ideals"

(Sachar 1983, 206). Taylor's arguments, which included

reference to Ibn Saud's reaction to American support for a

Jewish state and the possibility of Arab retaliation

against Western interests, were promptly countered in a

memorandum to the president from David Niles. In his

memorandum, Niles told Truman "that President Roosevelt

said to some of us privately he could do anything that

needed to be done with Ibn Saud with a few million

dollars." As for the possibility of Arab retaliation

against Western interests, Niles continued, "I am also

inclined to think 100,000 Jews would be of great assistance

in that area as the Jews of Palestine were during the

second World War. . . . The allies got no help from the

Arabs at all but considerable help from the Jews of

Palestine" (Sachar 1983, 316-319).

The White House system of checks and balances was not

the exclusive domain of the White House advisers. On

occasion the president himself sought a "second opinion."

For example, after reading George Kennan's "long telegram"

of February 1946, the president decided that he wanted an

assessment of United States-Soviet relations which viewed
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the issue from a more broadly based perspective than the

one Kennan offered and one which was developed by someone

Truman knew on a more personal basis. The task of making

the appraisal was assigned to Clifford. Conducting an

inquiry on his own and following conversations with

Acheson, Marshall, Forrestal, Lovett, and other officials,

Clifford completed a seventy page memorandum which he

submitted to Truman on September 24, 1946. When the

president finished reading Clifford's comments, he

apparently found the assessment revealing to such an extent

that he ordered all copies of the document placed under

lock and key (Anderson 1968, 122).

In July 1947, when Secretary Marshall nominated Philip

Jessup and John Ross as advisers to the American delegation

at the United Nations prior to the debate on the partition

of Palestine, Niles prevailed upon the president to add a

third member, Major General John Hilldring (Sachar 1983,

217-218). Clifford described Hilldring as a man "who had

won the respect of the Zionists for his handling of the

displaced persons in Europe" (Clifford 1976, 31). Of his

actual function, Israel's first Ambassador to the United

Nations Abba Eban observed that Hilldring was a special

representative of the president "acting as a kind of

watchdog to ensure that the State Department's predilec-

tions did not get the better of the president's policies"
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(Eban 1977, 95). A practical assessment of Hilldring's

function stated that he "managed to offset the influence of

[Loy] Henderson" (Urofsky 1978, 140).

Consistent with overall bureaucratic attempts to

acquire more power vis-a-vis the realist-planners, the

White House bureaucracy recruited outside consultants. One

such expert was Max Lowenthal, described as being "closely

associated with the Jewish Agency" (Lilienthal 1982, 81).

He had been in government service for years and had known

the president since Truman's senatorial days on the

Interstate Commerce Commission during which time Lowenthal

had served as a consultant. In 1946 Lowenthal's name had

been suggested to the president as a potential alternate

member of the Cabinet committee which, along with its

British counterpart, developed the Morrison-Grady Plan.

During Truman's administration, Lowenthal functioned as an

unofficial consultant on various sensitive assignments.

Evidence which is presently available indicates that he

became operational in the Truman administration as an

adviser on Palestine policy in March 1948 following the

political flack the president caught after Austin's March

19 United Nations speech proposing a temporary trusteeship

scheme for Palestine. In the capacity of consultant,

Lowenthal would study documents submitted to the White

House by the State Department, make an analysis of them,
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and submit his evaluations and conclusions to Clifford

(Ganin 1979, 157). His analysis of the Palestine question

led him to recommend, among numerous other proposals, a

speedy recognition of the new Jewish state. Lowenthal also

addressed the domestic political aspects which were

involved in the decision to extend recognition to the

anticipated Jewish state which the State Department tried

to minimize as inapplicable. Although he was a consultant,

who was personally selected by the president himself

(Clifford 1990), his analyses, evalua- tions, and

conclusions were not unequivocally accepted by Clifford and

his staff as the following memorandum reveals.

It is well to be aware, in reading Mr.
Lowenthal's voluminous memoranda, of the
adroitness with which carefully-screened facts
are assembled to "prove" whatever point he is
trying to make at the moment.

Thus, a week ago, in his efforts to show
why the United States should recognize Israel
immediately, he adduced "facts" which "proved"
that the British were going to support the new
state of ISRAEL.

Today, in an attempt to show why the
United States should lift the arms embargo, he
quoted alleged facts to "prove" that the
British are supporting the ARABS!

One should not be misled into accepting
the course of action Mr. Lowenthal advocates
without question merely because the "facts" are
presented in what appear to be convincing
argument. One must be aware that one premise
is implicit in all his memoranda. That premise
is: "The United States should support the
Zionist cause, come what may" (Clifford staff
memorandum).

A separate view of information management involves
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communications that never reached the president. Dean

Acheson tells of a situation that occurred in August 1945,

prior to the outbreak of the Cold War, when Loy Henderson

made some observations to Secretary of State Byrnes on the

dilemma of the Palestine issue. Henderson pointed out the

potential complications which would occur in both a Jewish

state with an Arab minority and an Arab state with a Jewish

minority. Rather than pressure the British to negotiate

with the Jews and Arabs, he recommended a coordinated

policy among Great Britain, the Soviet Union, the United

States, and possibly France through which a solution would

be developed and only then followed by consultations with

the Jews and the Arabs. Acheson points out that "there is

no record that this advice ever reached the President"

(Acheson 1969, 170).

Chapter Summary

This chapter has demonstrated how Harry Truman was

suddenly and unexpectedly thrust into the presidency where

he found that through no fault of his own he was largely

uninformed about overall United States foreign policy

objectives. Although the various geographic regions where

he was initially ill-prepared to operationalize postwar

foreign policy included the Middle East, he was soon to

emerge as the key element in the United States government's

strategic decision to recognize the newly declared State of
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Israel. In this role he was the key element in the 1948

strategic decision because he provided the missing

component required to form the broader decision regime,

i.e., the procedural regime. This role, however, did not

develop spontaneously. Since Truman had not participated

in the formulation of his predecessor's foreign policy nor

was he appraised of many of its details during his brief

tenure as vice president, it was necessary for him to

familiarize himself with the policies he inherited from

Roosevelt. This was done by attending briefings by his

department heads, listening to recommendations offered by

his personal advisers, plus the input of lobbyists and from

his own study of the Middle East problem. Synthesizing the

information available to him, he made his own evaluations

of the international and domestic circumstances surrounding

the Palestine question.

During the thirty-seven months in which the events

recounted in this thesis occurred, the president was

bombarded by a combination of advice and pressure from two

competing forces which have been defined as substantive

decision regimes. These two competing forces delineated as

the realist-planners and the White House advisers were

attempting to win his endorsement of their respective con-

sensus. Other additional factors discussed in this chapter

which clearly had an impact on Truman's perspective of the
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Palestine question included political interests, his

humanitarian motives, and his Zionist convictions. The

empirical background of this case demonstrates that Truman

was without doubt the procedural element in the successful

formation of a broader decisional regime and the final

arbiter of the strategic decision to recognize the new

State of Israel.



CHAPTER V

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Findings

Through the utilization of Charles Kegley's model of

decision regimes plus the two supporting theoretical

frameworks of bureaucratic structure and hierarchy of

objectives, a method has been advanced for exploring

selected variables related to Truman's recognition of the

State of Israel and offering explanations from a

perspective that had not been previously utilized. The

justification for using the decision regime model is based

on the existence of two simultaneous and competing decision

regimes which were operational within the presidential

bureaucracy, each vying for the endorsement of their

respective consensus by the procedural element, the

president. The empirical information presented in Chapters

III and IV is relevant as applied to the theoretical

framework since it fits the requirements of Kegley's model

and does so without the necessity of relaxing any of his

assumptions. Abundant empirical evidence has been

submitted which indicates that there was indeed two

substantive regimes, one identified as the realist-planners

and the other as the White House advisers. The

121
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realist-planners, comprised of members of the Departments

of State and Defense, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff had

reached a unanimous consensus that United States policy in

the Middle East was not in the best interests of the United

States as it was being formulated by the Truman

administration. The agenda of this substantive regime had

been consistent throughout the thirty-seven month period of

this case study. Truman's "most trusted foreign policy

advisers . . . were all dead set against the birth of

Israel." This included Secretary of State Marshall, Under

Secretary of State Lovett, Secretary of Defense Forrestal,

State Department Policy Planning Chief Kennan, State

Department Counsel Bohlen, and Under Secretary of State

Acheson who all "formed a united front" in opposition to

the president's policies (Isaacson and Thomas 1986, 451).

This substantive regime clearly demonstrated that there was

"leadership consensus regarding the substance of process"

as they followed a set of "consensually based rules for

action" which were designed to limit the "range of

permissible options" available to the president in his

formulation and conduct of foreign policy toward the

Middle East (Kegley 1987, 254-255).

The same case can be made for the White House

advisers' substantive regime. This group, consisting of

members of the White House staff plus "unofficial"
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advisers, counselors, confidants, and petitioners, had also

reached a consensus that the interests of the United

States, albeit not clearly defined, could best be served by

supporting the establishment of a Jewish state in the

Middle East. Clifford provided counsel to the president

based on the realities of regional power politics while

Niles, Jacobson, Lowenthal, Epstein, Goldmann, and Weizmann

presented mutually reenforcing arguments which were

consistent with Truman's political, humanitarian, and

religious concerns. Their perspective of "leadership

consensus regarding the substance of policy" founded on

"consensually based rules for action" pressed for the

endorsement of their view of how to advance United States

interests in the Middle East.

Kegley writes that procedural regimes form "when there

is leadership consensus regarding" the substance of process

(Kegley 1987, 254). In the case study in this thesis a

procedural regime to implement the decision(s) of the

prevailing substantive regime would be formed when the

procedural element, President Truman, endorsed the

consensus of one of the two competing substantive regime.

This model, like that of the competing substantive regimes

fits the empirical evidence. When the president, acting as

the procedural element, endorsed the consensus of the White

House advisers, the broader decision regime was created.
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This merger of the procedural regime with a substantive

regime allowed the United States to operationalize this

consensus and extend recognition to the State of Israel.

The implementation of the consensus of the White House

advisers succeeded in providing the foundation for United

States foreign policy in the Middle East.

In addition to the application of the decision regimes

model, the adversarial relationship which existed between

the two substantive regimes can also be viewed from the

perspective of the supporting framework of bureaucratic

structure. Regardless of whether the realist-planners and

the White House advisers were in competition for procedural

endorsement of the strategic decision of this study, there

would have been a predictable undercurrent of friction on

almost any policy issue. The bureaucratic agencies, in

this case represented by the realist-planners, were not

interested in Truman's political, humanitarian, or

religious concerns, especially since they were not

consistent with their own agenda. The loyalties of the

realist-planners were clearly not to the president but

toward maintaining the status quo which had been

established during the twelve years of Roosevelt's

administration. During that time emerging policies had

evolved into SOPs and, as a result of their loyalty to

bureaucratic procedures, the realist-planners were
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unwilling to revise their policies for someone they tended

to view as a transient occupant of the White House.

Simultaneously, the White House advisers, who were

either political appointees or representatives of special

interest groups, were determined to advance the policies of

the president since those policies addressed the needs of

their own agenda. They would have no jobs or political

influence without constituent political approval and hence

the reelection of the president. Reelection depended on

the success of the president's policies and his response to

constituent pressures. For the realist-planners, they

wanted no part in the endorsement of a policy which was

dictated by domestic pressures. It was against this

background of rivalry between bureaucratic structures that

the battle lines were drawn. The conflict placed the

realist-planners, as the structure supporting the status

quo in the Middle East, on a collision course with the

White House advisers who wanted to see the president

respond positively to constituent pressures and therefore

keep him in office.

The second supporting theoretical framework, the

hierarchy of objectives, is equally applicable to this

case. No doubt the core values of each substantive regime

were based ultimately on its own view of United States

national security interests. One regime had as its core
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objective the maintenance of access to a valuable and

necessary natural resource in a geopolitical environment

where it was desirable to keep United States policy neutral

toward regional conflicts. The competing regime argued, on

the other hand, that United States security interests could

be served and at the same time satisfy domestic constituent

pressures which were calling for a policy that was

supportive of the Zionist aspirations in Palestine.

The application of middle-range values within the

hierarchy of objectives reveals the degree of differences

which existed between the perspectives of the two competing

decision regimes. The realist-planners worked to support

Great Britain as an ally of the United States since British

security needs were considered similar, if not the same, as

United States security needs. In addition, the realist-

planners viewed United States support for British policy in

Palestine as the best assurance against the advancement of

the political and economic hegemony of the Soviet Union

into the Middle East. The White House advisers, who were

largely anti-British, at least in terms of British

Palestine policy, were of the persuasion that the best way

to prevent the encroachment of Soviet hegemony would be to

install a Jewish state in the region. A Jewish state, they

argued, would be more desirable to the United States than

an independent Palestine with an Arab majority.
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The third level of values in the hierarchy of

objectives includes the creation and maintenance of

international institutions. Both decision regimes wanted

the Palestine problem to be addressed and hopefully

resolved by the United Nations. The State Department

believed that the United Nations, if left to its own

devices, would reach a decision consistent with the

realist-planners. After all, they could reason, the notion

of partition had been considered in 1938 by the British

Peel Commission and again in 1946 by the Anglo-American

Committee of Inquiry. Both times the option of partition

had been rejected because it was not acceptable to the Jews

or to the Arabs. In November 1947, however, the situation

changed owing to the reversal of earlier Zionist policy.

Pressure applied by elements of the White House advisers

and other Zionist advocates to several non-Moslem member

states of the General Assembly forced the adoption of

resolution 181 recommending the partition of Palestine.

Instead of a forum to help establish a new world order of

peace and tranquility originating through dialogue in the

United Nations, it turned out that this international

organization became a tool for the legitimization of the

Truman administration's foreign policy. No doubt both

substantive regimes viewed the United Nations as a possible

vehicle for better world understanding. Yet, each regime
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approached the world body with a different view as to how

it should reach that objective.

Conclusion

In Chapter I, it was stated that the objective of this

thesis was to examine the critical factors leading to the

1948 decision by the United States government to extend

recognition to the new State of Israel. This has been done

by focusing on who made the decision and what forces were

operational during the decision-making process. The

empirical facts portrayed in Chapters III and IV have

disclosed that President Truman was, indeed, the ultimate

decision-maker. In order to determine how he reached his

decision to endorse the consensus of the White House

advisers, empirical data were presented which demonstrate

that Truman was a responsive politician, a sincere

humanitarian, and a conscientious Zionist who was forced to

acknowledge constituent pressures in an environment of

presidential bureaucratic infighting. The triad of forces

which was operational during the decision-making process

was mutually reenforcing. Viewed from the perspective of

the information at his disposal and the environment in

which he operated, the decision to extend recognition to

the new Jewish state was consistent with Truman's personal

beliefs, his political imperatives, and his religious

values.
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The influences which impacted the president's decision

were both external and internal. Within the presidential

bureaucracy was the internal competition between the

realist-planners and the White House advisers each vying

for the president's endorsement of their respective

consensus. Beyond the White House and the presidential

bureaucratic rivalry was congressional and public opinion

support for not only the president's interventionist

policies in general but his Palestine policies in

particular. The synthesizing of all these elements--the

president's political interests, his humanitarian motives,

and his Zionist convictions--were all reenforced by the

politically pragmatic advice of Special Counsel Clark

Clifford and the Zionist fervor of Truman's assistant for

minority affairs, David K. Niles. Added to the nonpartisan

support of Congress and public opinion-at-large, these

factors all converged in a unique and unprecedented manner

thereby prompting the president to select the substantive

consensus reached by the White House advisers.

Viewed from the perspective of bureaucratic rivalries,

British statesman and historian Roy Jenkins posits that

Truman's initiative in extending recognition to the new

State of Israel "vindicated the authority if not 'the great

dignity of the office of the president' . . . and was

probably influenced by the events of March in acting as he
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did," a reference to the political fallout created by

Ambassador Austin's so-called "Mandate Speech" of March 19,

1948 at the United Nations proposing temporary trusteeship

(Jenkins 1986, 123). In other words, Jenkins argues that

Truman believed that the time had arrived for him to exert

his presidential authority and demonstrate that he had the

final word over the bureaucratic competition that stemmed

from the lack of unanimity between the two substantive

regimes. Clark Clifford affirmed this divergence of views

when he acknowledged in the following statement that:

Although President Truman relied heavily on the
judgment and counsel of his Cabinet officers--
particularly on matters of foreign policy and
national security--the final decisions always
remained his alone. It is important, moreover,
to remember that unanimity among a president's
advisers on any issue is rare. The recognition
of Israel was no exception (Clifford 1990).

That Truman was the ultimate decision-maker of the

1948 strategic decision is irrefutable. This observation

does not, however, impugn the significant role played by

other major actors within the presidential bureaucracy.

Among the numerous central and peripheral actors who were

operational during the president's decision-making process

and who warrant additional research is the role played by

Clark Clifford in his dual capacity as counsel to the

president and de facto national security adviser. He has

been described as "one of the four or five most important

White House aides in history" (Anderson 1968, 113). Leon
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Keyserling, Truman's chairman of economic advisers,

observed that Clifford was a pragmatic, political

strategist who was not deeply committed to any particular

philosophy (Barto 1970, 44). In another assessment of the

special counsel and national security adviser, former

Missouri Senator Stuart Symington observed that Clifford

could "listen to facts without letting his emotions trip

him up, and not be distracted by things that [didn't]

matter" (Goulden 1972, 68).

These revelations highlight the continued significance

of the role played by individuals in the foreign policy

decision-making process. This topic is by no means

exhausted. Future research could replicate this study by

focusing on individual bureaucrats who not only decide

foreign policy but also have the capacity to influence the

ultimate decision-maker. The outcome of utilizing this

type of approach is theoretically significant for future

investigations. It is significant not only because this

approach explores the processes within David Easton's

proverbial "black box" of foreign policy decision-making,

but it should also focus on a number of important actors

who have often been neglected in the past.
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